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of this u lication is to serve as an organ of As ury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination of material of interest and
value rimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, students and
friends, ut also to a roader readershi of churchmen, theologians,
The

ur ose

students and other interested ersons.
Material u lished in this ournal a

ears here

ecause

of its

intrin

on-going
of theological
u lication does not retend to com ete with those theological ournals
s ecializing in articles of technical scholarshi , it affirms a commitment
to rigorous standards of academic integrity and ro hetic forthrightness.
sic value in the

discussion

issues. While this

Introduction to This Issue
y

Frank Bateman

Stanger

In this issue of The

As ury Seminarian, we are leased to resent
Ryan
arts
As ury Theological Seminary
Lectures. These were delivered y the Rev. Dr. Howard A. Snyder, a
graduate of the Seminary, now serving as E ecutive Director of
Light and Life Men International of The Free Methodist Church.
The scholarly lectures were delivered in the field of Church History
and Missions under the general to ic, John Wesley and the Radical
one

and two of the

Protestant Tradition.

Part three of this series will a

ear in

a

future issue of The As

ury

Seminarian.

Pur ose
In
the Ryan Lectureshi
was esta lished at As ury
Theological Seminary in order to ena le the institution to ring to its
cam us each year an outstanding Christian scholar as guest

academic lecturer. These scholars

chosen from among the several
and lecture within their areas of

are

education,
disci lines
academic e ertise.
During the years of the Ryan Lectureshi , the students of the
Seminary have een afforded unusual intellectual stimulation and
academic
readth as further
re aration for their own future
of theological

ministries.

The Donors
The

Ryan Lectureshi has een rovided y the Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
Ryan of Cor us Christi, Te as.
Ryan is an ordained minister of The United Methodist Church

Lowell O.
Dr.

and served

as

astor of local churches in the Southwest Te as

years, and as a District Su erintendent for
educated at Victoria College, Southwestern

Annual Conference for

si
Dr.

years.

He

was

Frank Bateman Stanger is President

Seminary.

of As ury Theological

University, and Perkins School of Theology.
Intense evangeUstic em hasis always characterized Dr. Ryan s
ministry. He has served as evangelist in his own annual conference,
and in conferences, churches, and cam meetings in many states.
While astor in Cor us Christi, he esta lished and conducted The
Gulf Coast Gos el Hour heard on radio every Sunday for eight
years.

As ury Theological Seminary honored Dr. Ryan in
y
He
was
him
of
Doctor
of
elected
the
conferring u on
degree
Divinity.
to the Board of Trustees of the Seminary in
was
, and in
elected chairman. He served in that osition for si years.
In
Dr. Ryan retired from active astoral ministry to ecome a
regional re resentative for As ury Theological Seminary in the
Te as-New Me ico

area.

Ryan, co-s onsor of the Lectureshi , is the former June
Bissel of Giddings, Te as. Through the years of Dr. Ryan s active
ministry in United Methodist churches, she was e ceedingly active in
all hases of church work and made a significant s iritual
contri ution, wherever they served.
Dr. and Mrs. Ryan are the arents of two sons and a daughter
Michael Lynn, Timothy Lowell and Carolyn, all married. The Ryans
are also
roud grand arents.
As ury Theological Seminary salutes Dr. and Mrs. Ryan for their
Mrs.

dedicated and generous commitment to
constant good works on our ehalf.

Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Lowell O.

our

institution and for their

Ryan of Cor us Christi, Te as.

The Making of a
Radical Protestant
y
In

wine

religion

I

am

for

as

Howard A.

Snyder

few innovations

est.

The words

as

ossi le.

I love the old

those of John

Wesley, one of the greatest innovators
when he enned
history. Although Wesley had turned
the remark in a letter from Du lin, the words are not ust the reaction
of a crusty old gentleman. Wesley could have said the same thing
are

in Church

years earlier.
The remark

is, in fact, characteristic of Wesley s whole ecclekey words are as ossi le. Hold to the old. But if
the old hinders the Gos el, then changes and innovations ecome
im erative. Such a view im lies a working synthesis of old and new,
tradition and innovation. Wesley s ecclesiology was recisely such a
synthesis.
By any standards, John Wesley was a remarka le man. His life
very nearly s anned the eighteenth century. From the
time he egan field reaching until his death he traveled some
miles and reached more than
,
times, sometimes to
,
crowds of more than
,
. Mem ershi in the Methodist societies
in
totaled nearly
,
, and at Wesley s death he left ehind
in
Britain and Ireland, and a fledgling
Methodists
Great
,

siology.

The

Methodist denomination in America of

According

to

his age, and
the time.

some

,

mem ers.

Vulliamy, Wesley was the ascendant ersonality of
widely known in America than any EngUshman of

more

studying Wesley today are more ressing and
merely historical curiosity. Wesley s role in ringing
ragmatic
renewal
to a ra idly industrializing society, and his under
s iritual
standing and ractice of Christian disci leshi suggest some a ects
of his continuing relevance.
If anything, Wesley is more significant for today than for any
and often
eriod since the eighteenth century. He is im ortant
as an e am le of warm-hearted evangeUsm com ined with
cited
But the

reasons

than

for

The
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growing awareness of his historical sig
ook, The
y Bernard Semmel s
Methodist Revolution, and
y the Si th O ford Institute of
Methodist Theological Studies focusing on Sanctification and
Li eration in July,
.
I also see evidence of a rising a
reciation of Wesley today
as
a
of
us
een somewhat a ologetic
have
recisely
theologian. Many
a out Wesley s theological work, saying that, after all, Wesley did
not attem t to write a systematic theology. This is true. But erha s
this is Wesley s strength, not his weakness. Theologians, of course,
es ecially admire other theologians who have neat and rofound
systems. I sus ect that Calvin s theological re utation rests too
greatly on the fact that Calvin was a great logical systematizer.
Therefore other theologians like to study him, great literature on
Calvinism e ists, and Wesley has een considered a second-rate
theologian. We have een too content to say, As a theologian,
Wesley was a great revivalist
But today two new- ut-old truths are dawning on us as Christians.
First, theology must e related to life. Theology must e tied to
ra is and grow out of ra is, as the Latin American theologians
have een insisting. Secondly, theology is not ust the work of
ut is the work of the whole Body of Christ. All
theologians,
Christians are called to e theologians, if y that we mean all

active social reform. A

nificance is evidenced

Christians

a

ly

are to

that faith

e literate a out the Bi lical faith and know how to

intelligently

to all

of life. We

are on

the verge of

a

fuller recovery of the doctrine of the riesthood of all elievers.
For these and other reasons, I elieve Wesley s re utation as a

theologian is growing,

and will grow. As

Skevington

Wood

recently

wrote.
The stature of John

Wesley as a theologian is eing increas
ingly recognized today. For too long it has een assumed
that the founder of Methodism was mainly a man of action
and only minimally a man of constructive thought. Recent
years, however, have witnessed a radical rea
raisal of his
theological role, which in its turn has re uired that the
nature of his distinctive doctrinal em hasis should e taken
into serious consideration.

a

In these articles I wish to discuss

Wesley

oth

as

ractitioner and

The

Making of a Radical

Protestant

theologian. For in Wesley, theology and ractice were really one.
eginning, his theological work was addressed to ractical
uestions, and he most earnestly cared that his ractice e grounded

as

From the

in sound doctrine.
Since

graduating from seminary in
, I have ecome
convinced
that
the doctrine of the
increasingly
ecclesiology
Church
is crucially im ortant to evangelical faith. The growing
em hasis today on disci leshi , lifestyle, church growth, and similar
concerns further confirms this conviction. We are
coming to see that
soteriology devoid of a Bi lical ecclesiology cannot really e Bi lical.
The crucial uestion today is What is the sha e of our cor orate life
eo le of God in the world
Wesley can hel us recisely at these oints. So we are going to
look at him
not so much as Wesley the Anglican, ut as Wesley the
Free Churchman Wesley the Radical Protestant. We are going to
confront uestions raised y the contem orary rea raisal of the
Radical Reformation and the current resurgence of Ana a tist and
other Radical Protestant studies. Our aim will e, first, to
understand Wesley etter y looking at him from an angle too little
e amined and, secondly, to make some a
lications to the
as

the

contem orary situation of the Church.

uestion of Wesley s theory and ractice of the Church
unavoida ly to raise the uestion of Radical Protestantism,

To raise the

is almost
or

of the Radical Reformation. With the Radical

es ecially
Church

with the

was

entitled his

a

Ana a tists,

central issue

the
so

ground- reaking study

uestion

much
of

so

of the

Reformers, and

meaning

of the

that Franklin Littell

Ana a tism,

The

Ana a tist

the Church. The Radical Reformers wanted to carry the
Reformation clear through to a radical restructuring of the life and
View

of

e erience of
Wesley must

community. So did John Wesley. Thus
standing, at least to some degree, within the
Radical Protestant tradition. The oint of these articles is to answer
the uestion, to what degree is this so
George H. Williams has given currency to the term Radical
Reformation through his
ook. The Radical Reformation. He
includes Ana a tists, S iritualists and Evangelical Rationalists
within the term Radical Reformation, and oints out that these
movements constituted a genuine third o tion in the si teenth
century. The classical or Magisterial Reformation saw itself as
attling decadent Roman Catholicism on the one hand and the
the Christian
e

seen as

The

Radicals
the u
ad

on

the other.

Largely

As ury Seminarian

ecause the mainline Reformers had

er hand
olitically, the Radical Reformers had received a
ress for four centuries. The irony is that today many

Protestants find themselves

asking essentially the same uestions the
to e Bi lical, often find
Ana a tists
themselves coming to similar conclusions. There is growing
awareness that the
uestions of disci leshi , lifestyle. Gos el
o edience and the sha e of the Church are crucial. Williams reminds
us that today
Christians of many denominations are finding
themselves constitutionally and in certain other ways closer to the
descendants of the des ised sectaries of the Reformation Era than to
asked

and, in attem ting

the classical defenders of
It is from this

a

reformed cor us christianum.

ers
Wesley and
understanding of the Church.
Wesley s view of the Church was integral to his ministry and
ractice. Frank Baker notes, He did not attem t fo formulate a new
doctrine of the church ut to remedy its decadence. But his ministry
of renewal forced him continually to deal with ecclesiological
uestions. As Ernest Stoeffler notes, Like Augustine and Luther he
was
redominantly a man of action whose theology was fashioned on
the anvil of ractical issues which had to e met. Hence, we find in
him a rogressive change, if not in theological su stance, then at least
in the lacing of accents and the making of em hases.
Wesley s ecclesiology has een variously descri ed as Catholic,
Anglican, Classical Protestant, Puritan, and Free Church
and, as
his

Stoeffler comments,

ective that we come to look at John

enough

assages

can

e found in John

Wesley s many writings which will su ort any one or all of these
inter retations. Yet his ministry led to the formation of one of the

largest

seen as

of the Free Churches, and Wesley is, therefore,
standing in the Free Church tradition.

fre uently

These articles will seek to descri e
Church and to determine to what

Wesley s conce tion of the
degree Wesley may e considered

re resentative of the Free Church or Believers Church tradition. To
Wesley stand in continuity with that stream of
Radical Protestantism whose ma or source is si teenth-century
Ana a tism, ut which is re resented also in a road range of free
church or
elievers church grou s The concern here is oth to
note direct historical links and to com are Wesley to a Believers
Church model or ty ology. We will e dealing not s ecifically with
si teenth-century Ana a tism, ut with the Radical Protestant
what e tent does

The

Making of a

ers ective

Radical Protestant
the Church which issues

rimarily, ut not
Ana a tism. I am using Believers Church and
Radical Protestant as virtually synonymous descri tive terms to
designate this ers ective. Such usage finds recedent and ustifi
cation in the title and content of Donald Durn augh s significant
study, The Believer s Church The History and Character of Radical

e clusively,

on

from

Protestantism,

Wesley s contacts with the Moravian Brethren during the critical
eriod of his s iritual uest are well known. Because these contacts
were so im ortant
oth for Wesley s faith and for his ractice and
thus
his
and
ministry
ecclesiology , and ecause of the Behevers
Church character of the Moravians, it will e hel ful to review the
history of these contacts in some detail as ackground for the
ty ological com arison. My other two articles will focus on Wesley s
view of the Church, and will resent a com arison of his views with
the Believers Church ty ology.
The years
to
were the critical ones in John Wesley s
and
in the
religious e erience
eginning of the Methodist
movement. They also mark the
eriod of Wesley s most intimate
contact with the Moravian Brethren. Four crises, in articular, may
e identified during this eriod
Wesley s sense of failure on returning from America in
.
Fe ruary,
.
Wesley s heart-warming e erience on May ,
The decision to egin field reaching in A ril,
.
The reak with the Fetter Lane Society on July
.
,
These crises and their outcome largely determined the direction of
Wesley s ministry for the remainder of his life, and also had their
im act on his understanding of the Church.

Background,
It may

e said that

-

Wesley s religious uest egan

in

.

Urged

y his father, he egan to study for ordination. The direction of his
uest was clear from the eginning he egan to aim at, and ray for
inward holiness.
He sought holiness in every area of life and egan

lifelong custom of weekly communion.
, and ordained
Wesley was ordained deacon in Se tem er,
in
.
In
the
he
was
elected
a fellow of
July,
intervening
years
riest
Lincoln College, O ford
and
received
his
Master
of Arts
,
read
this
and
was
. Wesley
e tensively during
degree
eriod,
his

The
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mysticism. He read William Law s Serious Call to
.
A Devout and Holy Life shortly after it was u Ushed in
Vulliamy notes that the Serious Call layed its art in confirming
the ha its of
ersonal disci line and of ious e clusion which
to
and
marked the life of Wesley at O ford from
Moravian
his
until
the
e am le gave
strengthened
mystical leanings
to Wesley s life an essentially
ractical tendency.
until
. He
Wesley was at O ford almost constantly from
uickly ecame the leader of the Holy Clu which his rother
Charles had organized there with two others. This religious call grew
one of
and was active until John and Charles left for Georgia in
was neither more nor
the mem ers was George Whitefield. The clu
less than a society of very young and very earnest High Churchmen,
with evangelistic views and a true desire to lead the lives of e em lary
notes Vulliamy. Its
Christians,
rimary aim was the s iritual
, My
develo ment of its mem ers. Wesley wrote to his father in
one aim in life is to secure
ersonal holiness, for without eing holy
myself I cannot romote real holiness in others. Good works were
an e
ression of this desire for holiness visiting risoners and oor
families, and hel ing them with financial aid and school classes for
attracted toward

children.
The

Holy

o served

Clu

himself devised.

a

strict

Vulliamy gives

The mem ers of the Clu

this

disci line which
descri tion

s ent

an

John

Wesley

hour, morning and

evening,
rivate rayer. At nine, twelve and three o clock
a collect, and at all times they e amined
recited
they
in

closely, watching for signs of grace, and trying to
reserve a high degree of religious fervour. They made use of
ious e aculations, they fre uently consulted their Bi les,
and they noted, in ci her diaries, all the articulars of their
daily em loyment. One hour each day was set a art for
meditation.
They fasted twice a week, o served all the
feasts of the Church, and received the Sacraments every
Sunday. Before going into com any they re ared their
conversation, so that words might not e s oken without
ur ose. The Primitive Church, in so far as they had
knowledge of it, was to e taken as their attern.
themselves

.

.

.

Small wonder that

Wesley

and his

com anions

were

derisively

Making of a
called

Radical Protestant

Methodists

Enthusiasts,

not

a

new

term ,

Sacramentarians,

Bi le Moths, the Reforming Clu , and the
ererogation Men. The name Holy Clu was a arently most

Su
o ular
one

among O ford students, ut the term Methodist
that stuck ermanently to
Wesley.

was

the

Wesley himself lived a very s artan e istence at O ford. He lived
ounds a year, giving away all he did not need for clothing and
sustenance. In one year he gave
away
ounds in another, . o All
in all, one sees in Wesley many traits which were to
accom any him
on

all his life.

John and Charles went to London in

, and there

met

Colonel

Oglethor e who was organizing a grou to go to Georgia. The
Wesleys agreed to go along, John as a missionary to the Indians.
They soon set sail for the New World the Holy Clu at O ford soon
disintegrated.
Wesley s first close contact with the Moravians was on oard shi
to Georgia. He noted in his Journal,
At

I went to the Germans
Moravians . I had long
efore o served the great seriousness of their ehaviour. Of
their humility they had given a continual
roof, y
seven

erforming

which

those servile offices for the other

of the

assengers

If they were
English would undertake
or
thrown down, they rose again and went
ushed, struck,
ut no com laint was found in their mouth.
away
none

.

.

.

What im ressed Wesley was not only the Moravians
iety and
good works, ut their calm assurance of faith during storms at sea, an
assurance

he lacked.

During his three years in Georgia he maintained
Moravians, including the missionary,

close contact with the

S angen erg.
In his Georgian ministry, Wesley s zeal for holiness ecame a
urning desire to revitalize the Church and uild a model Christian
community in one Anglican arish.
Understanda ly, the rigor of
his efforts was not universally a reciated. Already, however, he was
introducing such innovations as hymn-singing in u lic worshi and
the use of lay men and women in arish work.
Because of his zeal
and his innovations he was accused, says Baker, of leaving the
Church of England
Roman
y two doors at the same time
Catholicism and Puritan Se aratism. But his e eriments were

The
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actually in large measure the results of his attem t to return to the
s irit and ehaviour of the rimitive church.
Wesley thought he saw in the Moravians some elements, at least,
of authentic rimitive church life, and he followed some of their
methods. Thus Baker notes,

im ortant of all, oth in Savannah and Frederica,
uite
Wesley organized societies for religious fellowshi
a art from ordered u lic worshi . In these gatherings the
mem ers s ent a out an hour in rayer, singing and mutual
e hortation, naturally under the close su ervision
whenever ossi le of their s iritual director
Wesley
Most

....

even

divided these societies into the more intimate union of

ands after the Moravian

fostered the

charge

attern. It

of his

having

was

this which readily

instituted

a

Roman

Catholic confessional, for mutual confession was indeed
of the ur oses of these small homogeneous grou s.

one

, arriving in London on
Wesley returned to England in early
Fe ruary . He returned amid controversy, considering his
missionary efforts a failure. He had een una le to make contact
with the Indians. He had stirred u o osition and controversy
among the Anglican settlers. And he knew he lacked inward eace of
soul.

Encounter with Peter

Bohler,

The Moravian Brethren under Count
an

infant movement in

England.

,

ut

inzendorf were themselves

already they

The Moravian historian Holmes

had contacts in

relates.

very early eriod after the Renewal of their Church, the
Brethren formed
leasing ac uaintances in England. To

At

a

meet

the wishes of

some

ersons in

London, who desired

information of the esta lishment at Herrnhut,
was sent thither in
.
In
secure

a

grou

de utation

of Moravian missionaries arrived in London to

Georgia to go to America for
o ortunity of reaching the

from the Trustees of

ermission
religious li erty

the sake of

gos el.

a

A second grou

and

of

an

arrived in

it

was

this grou

The
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which sailed with the

visited

Society

England

When

Protestant

Wesleys

in

and

in London.

Wesley

Georgia.
organized a

returned to London in

another Moravian

missionary,

inzendorf himself

to

Moravian

, he

soon

Dias ora

encountered

Peter Bohler. Under date of Fe

, Wesley recorded in his Journal,
A

day

much to

ruary

e remem erd. At the house of Mr. Wei-

I met Peter Bohler

and others , ust then landed
Germany. Finding they had no ac uaintance in
England, I offered to rocure them a lodging and did so,

nantz,
from

...

Mr.

near

Hutton s, where

Peter Bohler

I then

was.

-

when Wesley met him, was an
,
Bandhalter,
Band-organizer, for the Moravians.
a
he
had ecome ac uainted with the Moravians
Formerly Lutheran,
while studying at the University of Jena, and s ent his life in
Moravian missionary work in America and England.
Wesley must have een im ressed with Bohler on two counts his
convincing resentation of instantaneous conversion y faith alone,
and his
ractical organizing skill. In many ways, including his
he
was a man much like Wesley. Wesley walked and talked
erudition,

effective

or

fre uently
Bdhler s

with Bohler from the time of his first encounter until
de arture for America on May . Both John and Charles

accom anied

B hler to O ford on Fe ruary
, ut they were
uzzled y Bohler s views. Bohler wrote inzendorf, I traveled with
the two rothers, John and Charles Wesley, from London to O ford.
The elder, John, is a good-natured man he knew he did not ro erly
elieve on the Saviour, and was willing to e taught.
B hler s ent some days at O ford and organized a Band there.
Wesley had further discussions with him oth there and later at
London. In March Wesley recorded, I was, on Sunday the fifth,
clearly convinced of un elief of the want of that faith where y alone
we are

saved.

A out this time
much criticized
on

Wesley egan

as an

A ril ,
eing

at Mr. Fo

a

worshi

ractice which was

irregularity e tem oraneous
s

later

rayer. He noted

society at O ford , my heart was so full
myself to the forms of rayer which

that I could not confine

The
we are

Seminarian

use there. Neither do I
ur ose to e
them any more
ut to ray indifferently with a
without as I may find suita le to
articular

accustomed to

confined
form

As ury

to

or

occasions.

During these weeks Wesley was seeking the true understanding
e erience of salvation y faith. He went ack to reread the New

and

Testament in Greek, and discovered that instantaneous conversions
did indeed take lace in the New Testament church. He talked with
B hler

again

A ril

, and Bohler later recorded, He we t
can freely affirm, that he is a
oor, roken-hearted sinner, hungering after a etter righteousness
than that which he had thus far had, even the righteousness of

itterly

Christ.
were

Band.
On

on

and asked

Bohler

seeking

a

me to

ray with him. I

re orted that Wesley was one among several who
fellowshi and want therefore to egin a

closer

May , Wesley records, This evening

which afterwards met in Fetter Lane.
Fetter Lane
to have

Society more will e said
organized y Wesley at

This

a out

een

Society egan,
eginning of the
it shortly , which seems

our

little

was

the

the advice of Bohler.

written s on
,
de arted for
America. This was his famous heart-warming e erience during a
meeting in Aldersgate Street, an e erience which Wesley himself
saw as the critical turning- oint in his own s iritual uest. I felt I did
Wesley
Wednesday, May

roke the

faith

arrier

as

one

has

a out three weeks after Bohler

Christ, Christ alone, for salvation and an assurance was
given me, that He had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me
trust in

from the law of sin and death.

The Fetter Lane

Society

een a key figure oth in
seems to have
Aldersgate Street grou and in the Fetter Lane Society, and was
etween Wesley and the Moravians. He had een
an im ortant link
converted under John Wesley s reaching efore Wesley went to
Georgia. The Wesley s often stayed in the Hutton home, and his
ecame a chief oint of
home and ooksho , The Bi le and Sun,
contact
etween the Wesleys and Moravians
assing through
Hutton had organized a little grou which
London or living there.
met on Wednesday evenings in Aldersgate Street to hear the
corres ondence and diaries from Georgia read. o It seems likely this
James Hutton

the
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meeting Wesley attended on May .
Rehgious societies were very common in England at this
eriod, and had een for some time, going ack to Anthony Horneck
in
.
The Fetter Lane Society, as well as the
Holy Clu and
numerous other societies
Wesley formed or was involved in, should
e seen in this conte t. But the Fetter Lane
Society was also
markedly Moravian in ins iration, due es ecially to the influence of
was

the

Peter Bohler.

Precisely who organized and drew u the rules for this society
is unclear, ut they oth had a hand in it.
Wesley or Bohler
Bowmer is right that Fetter Lane was not a Moravian
Society, ut a
But it
Religious Society in conne ion with the Church of England.
was
recisely inzendorfs dream to organize a network of such
societies throughout the main
odies of the Church, without
se arating from them, and this would have een Bohler s intent.
Lewis in
inzendorf the Ecumenical Pioneer says Bohler himself
drew u the rules for the society at James Hutton s house, while R. A.
Kno in Enthusiasm A Cha ter in the History of Religion says
Fetter Lane was not

a

Moravian institution.

The truth

seems to

e that John and Charles

Wesley, Hutton, Bohler, and a few others
met at Hutton s home on the
evening of May and there organized
the society at Bohler s suggestion.
The society formed, in Wesley s
words, In o edience to the command of God, y St. James, and y
the advice of Peter B hler,
and the rules of the society were later
with
the
Orders
of a Religious Society, meeting in
rinted
title,
Fetter Lane in o edience to the command of God y St. James, and
.
y the advice of Peter Bohler,
Addison considers that the formal organization of the Fetter
Lane Society marks the definite crystalhzation of the London grou
in the Herrnhut mold, and yet the system was thoroughly suited to
the genius of nascent Methodist organization, which took over
many of its rinci les. The society s rules included weekly meetings
for rayer and confession, division into ands of five to ten ersons
each, the right and duty of each erson to s eak freely, rocedures
for admitting new mem ers, and rovision for a monthly love feast
from
to
.m. An agreed financial contri ution was
collected monthly.
Though Wesley could not have forseen it, the
Fetter Lane Society was to ecome the seed- lot of the British
Moravian Church,

Wesley

now

had

an
a

ecclesiola which

new-found

ecame

assurance

of

an

ecclesia.

faith,

a

su

ortive

The
grou

to share

must

have

an e
anding reaching ministry. He
finally, his dream of a significant
rimitive Christianity within the Church of England

ossi le.

that now,

He

wanted

to

learn

more,

however, from the

Continental Moravians and other Pietists, and
determined, if God should ermit, to retire for

Germany.

Seminarian

his Ufe with, and

seen

restoration of
was

As ury

so
a

on

June

he

short time into

i
fully ro osed efore I left Georgia so to do
to
an
intentional
Wesley s tri
Germany
study-tour
centers. Says Stoeffler,

I had

Stoeffler calls

of Pietist
He

was

not

interested in

of Moravian

iety.

...

learning any more a out the nature
He had come to regard the life of faith

which he had witnessed among the Moravians, and which he
had now found himself, in the same light as did the
Moravians.

To them the cor orate as ect of conscious
renewal through living faith signified, as it were,
...

religious
a reca turing of the life of faith of the
rimitive Christian
community. Their dias ora societies, therefore, were
inter reted as nothing more and nothing less than a very
much needed means of restoring koinonia, the s irit, the
message, and the sense of mission of that community within
a given religious esta lishment, and of doing so without the
need of disru ting the order of that esta lishment. What his
study-tri to the Continent did for Wesley, then, was to
afford him an o
ortunity to see the dias ora arangement of
the Moravians as well as the collegio ietatis of churchrelated Pietism in general in actual o eration. Thus he now
ecame fully aware of the ossi ilities of this arrangement
for his own work as he egan to envision that work.
Wesley s conversion gave him a new vision of the religious life
tri to Germany rovided a look at a new model, not
found in his own tradition, y means of which his newly found
religious e erience, re roduced in others, could ecome an integral
art of his inherited understanding of the church.
, met inzendorf at
Wesley went to the continent in June,
Herrnhut
on
.
Marie orn, and reached
August He s ent some days
at Herrnhut and other centers. He returned to London on Se tem er
and the ne t day recorded, I egan again to declare in my own
In Octo er he wrote a letter
country the glad tidings of salvation.
Thus

while his
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the Church of God which is in Hernhuth which reveals
reciation for the Moravians and his

oth his

growing ministry

We

endeavoring here also, y the grace which is given us,
e followers of you, as ye are of Christ. Fourteen were
added to us, since our return, so that we have now eight
ands of men, consisting of
ersons all of whom seek for
are

to

salvation

two small

only

in the

lood of Christ. As yet we have only
one of three, the other of five

ands of women the

ersons. But here are many others who only wait till we have
leisure to instruct them, how they may most effectively uild
one another in the faith and love of Him who
u
gave
himself for them.

Though

my rother and I are not ermitted to reach in
of the churches in London, yet thanks e to God
there are others left, wherein we have li erty to s eak the
most

truth

it is in Jesus. Likewise every evening, and on set
in the week at two several laces, we u lish the

as

evenings
reconciliation, sometimes

word of

, sometimes

or

to

or

hear it. s

Wesley

to

or

, sometimes

to

together

to

ersons, met

ack from the Continent with

reciation
growing uneasiness
a out their uietism, their tendencies toward s iritual com lacency
and the
ersonality cult which had grown u around Count
inzendorf.
He threw himself immediately into itinerant evan
gelism and care of converts in the London area, and seems initially
to have assumed the rimary leadershi of the Fetter Lane Society,
came

for Moravian faith and

with James Hutton
Two

early

the nature of the

as

iety,

ut also with

a

a

great a

his chief lieutenant.

entries in

em ryonic

Wesley s
renewal

Journal suggest

something

. Mr. Hall, Kinchin, Ingham,
Monday, January ,
Whitefield, Hutchins, and my rother Charles, were resent
at our love feast in Fetter Lane, with a out
of our
rethren. A out three in the

morning, as we were continuing

rayer, the ower of God came mightily u on us,
inasmuch that many cried out for e ceeding oy, and many

instant in

of

The
fell to the
that

awe

ground. As

soon as we were

and amazement at the

roke out with

acknowledge
March

em loyed,

voice,

one

thee to

recovered

raise

We

a

Seminarian

little from

Ma esty,

resence of his

e the Lord.

thee, O

we

God,

we

, London. During my stay here, I
etween

our

others, where I

many

As ury

was

Beginning

was fully
Society in Fetter Lane, and
continually desired to e ound.

own

of Field

George Whitefield, resent

returned from America. He
and went to Bristol. There

Preaching,

Fetter Lane

at

on

January ,

on

ust
ul its,

had

arred from London

was soon

Fe ruary

he

reached

for the first

time in the o en air to a out
colliers at Kingswood. Within three
weeks the crowds had grown to as high as
,
, and Whitefield
called

Wesley for hel . o
miles west of London, was the
usy ort city of Bristol,
in
the
in
city
Kingdom Wesley s day, num ering a out ,

on

The
second

inha itants.
center

It also stood close to the Welsh

mining industry which

of the coal

fed

industrial revolution.
Whitefield
reasons.

seems

In the first

Gloucester,
Whitefield

was

lace,

the

ooming

area

for three

from this area, his native city eing
order north of Bristol. Secondly,

was

the Welsh

near

was

England s

een drawn to the Bristol

to have

he

order and

Harris,

in touch with Howell

leader of the Welsh

g third
years earlier.
significant fact is that turmoil and rioting had roken out among the
coal miners of the region, articularly at Kingswood. Haldvey notes,

revival which had

The

two
two

Kingswood

roken out

some

miners had risen. On

January, after the arrest of

of their leaders, the assistance of soldiers was necessary to get the
risoners away in the face of all the mo ing women and amid a

arrage of

stones.

Fe ruary,

On

Whitefield

The distur ances around Bristol

wood.

attern of

during

unrest

the

eriod

-

came

art of

were

related to

low wages, and the im overished condition of the
ur an workers. Bernard Semmel notes, The years

rices,

eru ted,
es
throughout
regularly a source

when Methodism

were

intermittent food riots

miners

.

.

.

were

Whitefield had immediate

Kingslarger
high corn

to

a

new

class of

and

,

ecially ad years, ut there were
the century.
the Kingswood
.

of

success at

difficulty.

.

.

Bristol, es ecially among the
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colliers. A notice in The Gentleman s Magazine for
, reads

March,

Bristol. The Rev. Mr.

has een wonderfully
Whitefield,
successful, es ecially among the
oor
Prisoners in Newgate, and the rude Colliers of Kingswood,
reaching every day to large audiences, visiting, and
e ounding to religious Societies. On Saturday the
eighteenth Instant he reach d at Hannum Mount to five or
si thousand Persons, amongst them many Colliers. In the
were
Evening he removed to the Common, where
crowded
so great a Mukitude
at
,
com uted
Peo le

la orious

...

and

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Whitefield s efforts did
London. One
The

.

not go

unnoticed

or

uncriticized

in

gentleman warned.

Industry

Source of its

of the inferior

Pros erity.

Peo le

But if

one

in

a

Society is

Man,

the great
Hke the Rev. Mr.

Whitefield should have it in his Power, y his Preaching, to
detain five or si thousands of the Vulgar from their daily

a Loss, in a little Time, may this
ring to the
For my
I
shall
to
hear
of a
art,
e ect
Rise in the Price of Coals, a out the City of

La our, what

Pu lick

rodigious
Bristol, if this

roceeds, as he has egun, with his
the Colliers of Kingswood.

Gentleman

charita le Lectures to

of Wesley s organizing skills, and of his
reacher. But until now Wesley in England had
reached only in regular church services. Should he now res ond to
Whitefield s a eal and assist in the o en-air meetings at Bristol
Charles thought he should not, ut finally the Fetter Lane Society
agreed he should go.
Wesley records,

Whitefield

effectiveness

knew

as a

Saturday,

met Mr.

March

st, in the evening I reached Bristol, and

Whitefield there. I could

scarce

reconcile

myself at

first to this strange way of reaching in the fields, of which
he set me an e am le on Sunday having een all my life

until

very

lately

so

tenacious of every

oint relating

to

The

decency

and order that I should have

souls almost

a

sin, if it had

not

Sunday evening Wesley s oke to

the Mount
he

o served,

also.

a
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thought the saving

een done in

little

society

a

on

of

church.

the Sermon

on

retty remarka le recedent of field reaching,
though I su ose there were churches at that time
one

The ne t

day, Monday, A ril , Wesley re orts

At four in the

afternoon,

I su mitted to

e

more

vile and

roclaimed in the highways the glad tidings of salvation,
s eaking from a little eminence in a ground ad oining the
city to a out three thousand eo le. The Scri ture on which
I s oke was this
The S irit of the Lord is u on me,
ecause he hath anointed me to reach the Gos el to the
oor.
.

.

.

Wesley egan immediately to organize. He formed a num er of
on May
ac uired a iece of ro erty where he uilt his
New Room as a central meeting lace.
Whitefield returned to
America in August, and Wesley was left in charge of the growing
societies and

movement. He

divided his time

etween Bristol and

London,

concentrating on o en air reaching, organizing, and s eaking in the
evenings to an increasing num er of societies.

Wesley s Organization
eriod of months Wesley had esta lished the asic
organizational atterns which were to characterize Methodism
throughout his lifetime. These atterns reveal something of Wesley s
own understanding of the Church. Wesley himself gave a concise
letter which he
e lanation of how these forms develo ed in a
called A Plain Account of the Peo le Called Methodists.
wanted to
The Society. Wesley s first converts in London in
meet with him regularly, and he was ready to do so. As num ers
increased he uickly saw he could not visit them all individually in
their homes so he told them, If you will all of you come together
every Thursday, in the evening, I will gladly s end some time with
you in rayer, and give you the est advice I can. Wesley comments.
Within

a

Thus arose, without any revious design on either side, what
afterwards called a Society a very innocent name, and

was
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in London, for any num er of eo le
themselves together
They therefore united
themselves in order to ray together, to receive the word of

very

common

associating

....

e hortation, and to watch
they might hel each other
There is

one

over one

love, that

their salvation.

only condition reviously re uired in those who

desire admission into this society,
wrath to come, to

Wesley organized

Bristol

another in

to work out

a desire to flee from the

e saved from their sins.

dozens of such societies in the London and

All the grou s together
Societies. The main structural difference
areas.

were

called the United

etween these Methodist
societies and the many other similar societies then functioning was
that these were directly under the control of Wesley, and were united

together chiefly

in his erson. Wesley was, of course, still
this time with the Fetter Lane Society.

meeting at

Of the rise of the Methodist societies Wesley says characteris
tically, U on reflection, I could not ut o serve. This is the very

thing

which

was

The Bands. Of all

directly

eginning of Christianity.
Wesley s innovations, the Bands

from the

ilgrimage

return from his

The Bands

were

small cells of

New converts

encouragement and o

were

men or

women, and the

eset with tem

ortunity

These, therefore, wanted

Wesley s
enthusiastically
religious societies in

Herrnhut he had

to

advocated the system of
ands for all the
in
that
Fetter
Lane.
London, including

astoral.

seem most

tracea le to Moravian influence. Baker notes, On

tations

ur ose was
and needed oth

for confesson. Wesley says.

some means

of closer

union they

articularly
regard to the sin which did still easily eset them, and
the tem tations which were most a t to revail over them.
And they were the more desirous of this, when they o served
it was the e ress advice of an ins ired writer Confess your
wanted to

our out

their hearts without reserve,

with

faults

one

to

another, and

ray

one

for another, that ye may

e healed.

com liance with their desire,
com anies utting the married
In

I divided them into smaller
or

single

men, and married

The
or

single

women,
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together.

as early as
receded oth the
organized Methodist societies and the class meetings.
The Class Meeting. The Wesleyan class meeting arose in Bristol in
, and somewhat y accident. Wesley was increasingly
early
concerned that many Methodists did not live the Gos el several
grew cold, and gave way to sins which had long easily eset them.
Clearly some mechanism for e ercising disci hne was needed.
To meet the reaching-house de t in Bristol, the society there now
was divided into classes of a dozen each.
num ering over ,
Leaders were a
ointed to secure weekly contri utions toward the
de t, and Wesley asked the leaders also to make a articular in uiry
This rovided
into the ehaviour of those whom he saw weekly.
the o
the
for
e ercising
disci line. Thus, says Wesley,
ortunity

A list of rules for Band Societies

Decem er,

As

soon as

and all other

They were

was

drawn u

hus, the Bands actually

.

ossi le,
laces.

the

same

Evil

method

was

used in London

detected, and re roved.
If they forsook their sins,

men were

orne with for a

season.

gladly if they o stinately ersisted
therein, it was o enly declared that they were not of us. The
rest mourned and rayed for them, and yet re oiced, that, as
far as in us lay, the scandal was rolled away from the
society.
received them

we

At first the class leaders visited the mem ers in their homes, ut
roved to e too time consuming and somewhat com licated for

this

several

reasons.

U on

Therefore

all these considerations it

each class should meet

together.

was

And

agreed, that those of
y this means, a more

in uiry was made into the ehaviour of each erson
or re roof was given as need re uired,
uarrels made
and
after
removed
an
hour or two
u , misunderstandings
in
this
la
our
of
concluded
with
love, they
s ent
rayer and
thanksgiving.
full

Advice

It

can

rea ed

scarce

e conceived what

from this little

advantages have
rudential regulation. Many

een
now
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erienced

much

so

that Christian

as an

idea

efore.

another s

fellowshi of which they
They egan to ear one

urdens, and naturally to care for each other.
they had daily a more intimate ac uaintance with, so
they had a more endeared affection for, each other. And
s eaking the truth in love, they grew u into Him in all
. o
things, who is the Head, even Christ.
As

.

It should

Christian

e o served that the class

growth grou s,

or as

.

meetings

not

were

cells for koinonia

designed as
although in

they did serve that function. Their rimary ur ose was
disci line. The Band had already een instituted as the rimary
growth cell of Methodism. As Skevington Wood o serves, The
class was the disci linary unit of the society and was the keystone
fact

of the entire Methodist

edifice, while the Band

was

the confessional

unit. Wood o serves.
These inner grou s were continued in the form in which they
had een taken over from the Fetter Lane Society, with its

,
to a

was

tural in unction of James
e uivalent of auricular confession
designed to ring the same sense of relief

the Methodist

riest,

and

and catharsis.
All

This mutual confession

Moravian stam
another, ased on the scri

redominantly
to one

was

and mem ers met

together

uarterly

for the love feast

another Moravian contri ution. A system of and tickets was used,
and only and mem ers were to e admitted to the love feasts.
Leaders in the Methodist movement

now

included the

reachers

Wesley a ointed, assistants, class and and leaders, stewards,
visitors of the sick, and schoolmasters. In roviding for the care of
the sick Wesley o served, U on reflection, I saw how e actly, in this
also, we had co ied after the rimitive Church.

Se aration

from the Moravians

Wesley s heavy involvement in the growing work at Bristol meant
was fre uently away from London. But while in London he
was active in the Fetter Lane Society and in looking after the
that he

e

anding

The two

flock of Methodists there.

Wesleys and James Hutton

seem

to have

een the

The
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. In
rinci al figures in the Fetter Lane Society until Octo er,
that month Phili Henry Molther arrived from the continent. It was
conflict etween Wesley s and Molther s views which led to Wesley s
.
se aration from the Fetter Lane Society in July,
Bristol
was
As early as June,
at
, Wesley
receiving re orts
from London that the Fetter Lane Society was falling a art and
needed him. A
arently some of the Moravian Brethren also saw the
need for more consistent leadershi and a lied to Germany for
someone

society

at

to

this

e sent. This move, and the mi ed character of the
time, are suggested y Holmes

At the re uest of the friends of the Brethren in
of their ministers, PhiH Henry Mohher, was
care

for the

Society,

which had

London,

a

one

ointed

to

een formed in the

metro olis. The ersons com rising this Society, were
artly those, who had een e cited to greater zeal in religion
y the la ors of the two Wesleys, and artly such as ascri ed
their s iritual attainments to their ac uaintance with the
Brethren.

A

leadershi

Molther, and
soon

struggle and a clash of views involving Wesley and
secondarily, Charles Wesley and James Hutton, egan

after Molther arrived.

Phili

Molther

student at the

-

University

minister of the Moravians.

was, like

Bohler,

of Jena who had

a young Lutheran
ecome an ordained

taught a doctrine of stillness that
directly
Wesley s em hasis on the means of grace. He
egan telling the eo le at Fetter Lane that they did not truly have
saving faith if they still had any dou t or fear. Therefore they should
a stain from all the ordinances, articularly the Lord s Su er, and
e still
efore the Lord, until they received true faith. The
ordinances are not really means of grace, he taught, for Christ is the
only means. Charles Wesley commented, He e ressly denies that
grace, or the S irit, is transmitted through the means, articularly
through the Su er.
Hutton was a
arently won over y Molther, and Charles very
nearly so. When John arrived ack in London Novem er , he saw
how far Molther s teaching had already een acce ted
He

counter to

ran

Our

Society

met

at

seven

in

the

morning

Sunday,

The
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,

and continued silent till

In the
eight.
Society at Fetter Lane,
where some of the rethren strongly intimated, that none of
them had any true faith and then asserted in
lain terms,
That till they had true faith they ought to e still,
that is,
as they e
lained themselves, to a stain from the means of
grace, as they are called, the Lord s Su er in articular.
That the ordinances are not means of grace, there
eing no

evening

other

I met the

means

women

of

...

our

than Christ.

August S angen erg, the Moravian leader whom Wesley had
Georgia, was ihen in London, and Wesley went to see him
on Novem er
. He was distur ed to find that S angen erg seemed
to agree with Molther. Wesley left a few days later for O ford and
Bristol, after urging the society mem ers to use the means of grace.
While at Bristol, Wesley received several un leasant accounts of
known in

the situation at Fetter Lane. He returned to London
and

on

Novem er

had

an

In Decem er he received

a

on

Novem er

unsatisfactory conference with Molther.
letter

indicating

that

rother

Hutton,

determined to go on, according to Mr.
Clark,
Bray
and
to
raise
a Church, as they term it and I
Molther s directions,
Edmonds and

su

are

ose a ove half our rethren are on their side.
Even as the crisis at Fetter Lane was worsening, Wesley s

ersonal
ministry in London was e anding. For some time Wesley had een
reaching to large crowds in Moorfields, a o ular ark and
recreation area. Near y stood the a andoned Royal Foundry, which
had stood unused since an e losion and fire some
years earlier.
At the end of
Wesley leased the uilding and remodeled it, and
the
. By June of
o ened it as his head uarters early in
mem ers.
was
Methodist Society at the Foundry had
Wesley
not a out to

e sidetracked,

nor

could he agree with Molther that he

lacked true faith.
As Kno

o serves.

While Molther and Hutton

only
erfect stillness,
London to eo le

that the

way to

in

who

were

released

were

he

was

reaching,

who cried
.

trying to convince Wesley

attain true conversion

.

.

as

in the

at

was

agonies

then and there from the

devil. For Wesley, the

e

erimentalist,

to

Bristol

it

wait for it

as

well

of death,

.

as
.

.

ower of the

was

enough.

The
But

eo le

tried to

Wesley did

not

from Molther s

e

lain

to

the

give

u

trying

ut returned

society

on

dissuade the Fetter Lane

, he
January ,
is.
He
was
in
really
of January, March, and

stillness doctrine. On

what true stillness

Bristol, O ford, and elsewhere, for

A ril,

to
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A ril

most

ecause of the

growing

confusion at

Fetter Lane. He and Charles s ent two hours with Molther on A ril
and met with the society to discuss the uestion of ordinances.

rolonged stay in Bristol, he returned again to London
early
society several more times, ut on the
of
after
e
tensive
,
de ate, the ma ority agreed that
night
July
Wesley should no longer e allowed to s eak to the society.
The final reak occurred, ironically, at a Sunday evening love feast
four days later, on July
. For idden to reach, Wesley read a short
his
of
a er stating
disagreement with Molther. They he and
oints
or
of the
or so
resent walked out of the meeting. Lady
Huntingdon, a arently, was one of those who left with the
Wesleys.
The following Wednesday, Wesley notes, Our little society met at
the Foundery, sic instead of Fetter Lane. A out
ersons were
resent.
Wesley henceforth was to work inde endently of the
Moravians. For its art, the Fetter Lane Society gradually evolved
from July
to Octo er
, from an Anglican society into a
Moravian congregation. Molther was recalled to the continent, and
in A ril
, S angen erg was sent to organize and su erintend
Moravian work in England. In
S angen erg organized the
seventy-some remaining mem ers of the Fetter Lane Society into the
first Moravian congregation in London. Among the mem ers were
James Hutton, the first English Moravian, who nevertheless
remained on good terms with the Wesleys and u hshed some of
their ooks and hymns.
What were Wesley s reasons for se arating from the Fetter Lane
Society Holmes attri utes the reach to misunderstandings due to
language and cultural differences, ut clearly much more was at
stake. Molther s views were ro a ly not totally re resentative of
Moravians at large, although S angen erg seemed to agree with
After another
in

June. He met with the

him.

Wesley always s oke highly of the Moravians in general, while
criticizing articular oints with which he could not agree. The
immediate oint of disagreement in
was Wesley s insistence on
the Anglican understanding of the means of grace. But Wesley had

The
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other

Radical Protestant

o ections as

well. He wrote his

rother Charles in

As yet I dare in nowise oin with the Moravians
their whole scheme is mystical, not scri tural,
every

lain

oint

a ove what is

doctrines of the

A ril

Because

refined in

written, immeasura ly eyond the

Gos el.

Because there is darkness

and closeness in all their

ehaviour, and guile in almost all
they not only do not ractice, ut
utterly des ise and deny, self-denial and the daily cross.
Because they, u on
rinci le, conform to the world, in
Because they e tend
wearing gold or costly a arel.
Christian li erty, in this and many other res ects, eyond
what is warranted y the holy writ.
Because they are y no
means zealous of good works or, at least, only to their own
eo le. And, lastly, ecause they make inward religion
swallow u outward in general. For these reasons chiefly I
will rather, God eing my hel er, stand uite alone, than
oin with them I mean, till I have full assurance that they
will s read none of the errors among the little flock
committed to my charge.

their words.

Because

Concerning the ordinances of God, Moravian ractice, said
Wesley, is generally etter than their rinci le. He felt the whole
tainted with
church was
uietism, Universal Salvation, and
Antinomianism in its doctrine. O In regard to Molther, Wesley said,
The great fault of the Moravian Church seems to lie in not o enly
disclaiming all he had said which in all ro a ility they would have
done, had they not leaned to the same o inion.
Methodist

Beginnings

at the

Foundry

Wesley was now em loyed full-time in reaching, writing, and
organizing the growing Methodist work in London, Bristol, and
other laces.
ecame his head uarters and was a eehive of
The Foundry
activity. In remodeling the old uilding Wesley uik a galleried
eo le, a large room which would accommodate
cha el to hold
, a dis ensary, and a ookroom for the sale of his ooks and
children, an
am hlets. Here Wesley o ened a free school for
since
London
in
free
first
the
and
for
almshouse
dis ensary
widows,
enches
monasteries.
of
the
Wesley ut lain
the dissolution
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instead of ews in the cha el, and noted that all the enches for rich
g had an a artment on
and oor were of the same construction.
the second
who

are

floor

I

myself,

he

in town, diet with the

said,

oor,

as well

on

the

as

same

the other

reachers

food and at the

same

ta le. io
class meetings
As the Methodist movement grew, as many as
met at the Foundry weekly. Two weekly rayer meetings were held,
and Wesley or one of his reachers reached regularly at
a.m.
It

settlement almost

was a

Frederick Gill.

on

the Franciscan

model,

may think of Augustine with his
gathered around him in Hi o.

Or

one

comments

colleagues

arishioners
Wesley s work at the Foundry suggests something of the rofound
identification he felt with the oor. This was, in fact, one of the oints

and

on

which he

was

criticized. An article in the June

Magazine descri ing the meetings

at the

, Gentleman s

Foundry com lained,

fre uent them, are the oorest and
Peo le, who have families to rovide for, and hardly
Bread to ut in their Mouths. o Maldwyn Edwards suggests that
His life was one long
Wesley ractically discovered the oor.
crusade in the cause of the oor, and he encouraged others to follow
his e am le.
In studying this as ect in Wesley, Edwards argues that Wesley
had, on the one hand, a rofound com assion for and interest in the
oor, while on the other hand he distrusted the masses as a olitical
force, convinced that government y the aristocracy was est.
Most of those Persons who

meanest

Sort of

once coming out from his O ford seclusion gave
unweariedly in the service of the oor. He grew to
a reciate the conditions under which they had to live and
the
rave struggle they made. Set u
against such a
rich
the
idle
follies
of
the
ecame
re rehensi le
ackground

Wesley

himself

sins.

Wesley himself wrote,
I have found

of the uneducated

oor, who have the
and
sentiment,
many, very many of
e uisite
the rich who have scarcely any at all. In most genteel
most

some

taste and

ersons there is such a mi ture that I scarcely ever
ut I love the oor, and in many of
have confidence in them

religious

Making of a Radical
them find

affection.

gos el

to

Protestant

ure genuine grace unmi ed with
If I might choose, I should still

...

the

folly and
reach the

oor.

This outline of the events in

Wesley s life and ministry from his
se aration from the Moravians in
shows that Wesley oth enefited from and reacted against
Moravian teaching and
ractice. The two great Moravian
contri utions to Wesley were in clarifying for him and leading him
into the e erience of saving faith, and in roviding him models of
Christian life in community. Whether he actually saw the Moravian
Brethren as a model for renewal within the larger esta lished church,
as an ecclesioloa in ecclesia, is de ata le, for Wesley knew that the
Moravians had, in fact,
ecome a se arate church, des ite

return to

England

in

,

to

his

inzendorfs vision. In any case, the Moravian contri ution to
Wesley was considera le. True, there were the ro lems with

which, however, may have actually hel ed Wesley clarify
his understanding of the Sacraments . But without Peter Bohler,
Wesley might never have een anything more than a very zealous
sacramentarian, seeking ersonal holiness in a relentless life of good
Molther

works.
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We turn

Wesley
events

now

and his

from

a

Howard A.

historical to

understanding
thinking
Sources of

The

ma or

a

largely systematic treatment of

of the Church. We have noted the

which modeled his

views.

Snyder

now we

Wesley s

turn to the content

of his

Views

of

Wesley s ecclesiology were the Catholic
through the Anglicanism and the Believers
mediated through the Moravian Brethren. Perha s

sources

tradition mediated
Church tradition

it would

e

more

accurate to say

his views

on

the Church

were

essentially those of seventeenth-century Anglicanism, ut inter
reted in such a way as to conform to the Believers Church
understanding of the Christian community.
The eginnings of Wesley s conscious consideration of ecclesi
- , when Wesley
ological uestions can e traced to the years of
in
for
earnest
inward holiness. His reading for
egan his uest
ordination would have introduced him to three im ortant themes
the life of holiness, the im ortance of the sacraments, and the
authority of the tradition of the rimitive church. He acce ted these
views wholeheartedly, all of which were matters of ecclesiology as
much as of soteriology.
Baker notes that Wesley firmly acce ted the via media of the
Church of England as incor orated in Cranmer s Book of Common
Prayer, and e ounded in turn y Jewel as the fulfillment of
Scri ture and the Fathers and y Hooker as the crown of human
The Church of England
which Wesley considered,
reasoning.
over-all, the

est church in Christendom

was

the middle way

etween Catholicism and Protestantism. John Jewell

and Richard Hooker

ca.

-

-

had defended the Church of

England against Rome and e treme Puritanism, res ectively,
arguing that the Anglican Church was most com ati le with
Scri ture and reason.

Outler summarizes the

rinci al oints in Jewel s ecclesiology, as
under five
resented
A ologia ro ecclesia Anglicana
The church s su ordination to Scri ture
heads
The church s
The notion that
unity in Christ and the essentials of doctrine
aridigmata for ecclesiology should e drawn from the atristic age
The a ostolic doctrine
The idea of a w cno fl e isco acy as
to
the
church
s
elonging
well- eing rather than its essence .
in his

These

are

all elements which

Wesley

Develo ment

of

was

to hold to all

Wesley s

his life.

Views

Wesley gave some attention to ecclesiology during his stay in
Georgia. With his strong ractical reforming ent, he was es ecially
interested in uestions of church order. Confronting a missionary
situation rought these uestions to the fore in a new way.
Wesley s father had urged him to read the sermons of Bisho
William Beveridge
as
eing erha s as like those of the
Beveridge, like
a ostoUcal ages as any etween them and us.
Jeremy Taylor, was one of the non- urors who refused to take the
oath to William and Mary in
, and em hasized a life of dee
devotion and sacramental iety. While in Georgia, Wesley read
Beveridge s Synodikon sive Pandectae Canonum A ostolorum et
Conciliorum a Ecclesia Graeca Rece torum, which included the
A ostolic Canons. This reading, according to Baker, convinced
Wesley of two things First, that he had allotted Church tradition a
higher lace than it merited in relation to the Bi le, since some
council decisions went eyond Scri ture and Secondly, that the

foundation u on which he had laid so much of his own ecclesiastical
structure was unrelia le. Wesley had ut great store in the so-called

A ostolic Canons,
neither

as

ancient

ut

nor

Beveridge

authentic

as

convinced him that these

were

he had assumed.

Wesley studied the uestion of chuch order throughout his stay in
Georgia. He considered the uestion of e isco acy, the validity of
Moravian orders, and lay a tism
i.e., a tism y unordained
ministers .
Back in England, Wesley continued to move in the direction of a
more functional view of church order
without, however, de arting
from Anglican views, which ranged over a road s ectrum. Baker
notes, Already y
Wesley saw the essence of the church and its
than institutional.
rather
as
functional
Similarly, Ro ert
ministry
Monk o serves Wesley was willing rather early in his evangelical
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recognize the vahdity of various forms of church order. This
recognition was not, however, foreign to Anglican divines either in
Wesley s own time or during the receding two centuries. i
Though Wesley was unsym athetic toward the views of the socalled Latitudinarians on most oints, it was two Latitudinarian
writers who led Wesley to a more functional view of the Church. In
Wesley read Lord Peter King s Account of the Primitive
Church
and, a out the same time, Edward Stillingfleet s
IreniconJ
According to Baker, What these ooks in fact did was
to continue the slow transformation in his thought a out the church
which had already een taking lace in res onse to other reading,
and more es ecially to the demands of his ersonal faith and his
vocation as evangeUst and astor.
Wesley himself wrote,
career to

I still

elieve the

es isco al form of church government to
scri tural and a ostolical I mean, well agreeing
with the ractice and writings of the a ostles. But that it is
rescri ed in Scri ture I do not elieve. This o inion, which
I once heartily es oused, I have een heartily ashamed of
ever since I read Bisho
StilUngfleet s Irenicon.
e

oth

These

develo ments were during the crucial first decade or so of
Wesley s u lic ministry following Aldersgate and the eginning of
field reaching. Wesley was already a ointing many lay reachers,
and the views of King and Stillingfleet confirmed him in the
legitimacy of this move. They were to rove im ortant later in the
uestion of Wesley s right or authority to ordain ministers for
America. By
, says Baker, Wesley was clear as to the asis of
in
authority
determining his views

Anglican triad of Scri ture, reason, and anti uity,
strongly reinforced y an intuitive individualistic a roach
deriving in art oth from Pietist and mystical influence.
The a eal to reason however, had develo ed into an urgent
ragmatism.
...

the

Wesley s own actions and writings confirm the truth of Baker s
Wesley s ecclesiology com ined two very different visions

claim that

of the Church.

Says Baker,

Wesley s Conce t of the

Church

Throughout his adult life Wesley res onded with varying
degrees of enthusiasm to two fundamentally different views
of the church. One

that of

was

an

historical institution,

organically linked to the a ostolic church y a succession of
isho s and inherited customs, served y a riestly caste
who duly e
ounded the Bi le and administered the
sacraments

tions

in such

way
ehalf of all who

on

According

a

to the other

as to
were

reserve the ancient tradi
made mem ers y a tism.

view the church

was a fellowshi
of
a ostohc e erience of God s
living resence and also a desire to ring others into this
same
ersonal e erience y whatever methods of worshi
and evangelism seemed most
romising to those among
them whom the Holy S irit had endowed with s ecial gifts
of ro hecy and leadershi . The first view saw the church in
essence as an ancient institution to
e reserved, the second

elievers who shared

as a

faithful few with

oth the

a

mission to the world the first

traditional rule, the second

a

was a

living relationshi .

life, when Wesley had already ordained
ministers for American Methodism, he u lished his sermons Of
the Church and On Schism. These show that Wesley still held
.
essentially the same view of the Church that he had come to y
To those who thought Wesley s actions were inconsistent with his
rofession of loyalty to the Church of England he res onded,
Toward the end of his

.

they cannot
rinci les The
.

.

Church, that I
that I

they o serve my two
not
that
I
dare
one,
se arate from the
elieve it would e a sin so to do the other,
ut think so, unless

elieve it would

e

a

sin not to vary from it in the

oints a ove mentioned. I say, ut these two rinci les
together, First, I will not se arate from the Church yet,
Secondly, in cases of necessity I will vary from it, oth of
constantly and o enly avowed for u wards of
years, and inconsistency vanishes away. I have een true
to this day. s
my rofession from

which
to

have

entirely consistent, said Wesley. We act at all times on one
we will o ey the rulers and governors of
rinci le
lain
can consistently with our duty to God,
we
the Church, whenever
We

are

uniform
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whenever

cannot, we will uietly o ey God rather than men.
could
still say at the end of his life, I am fully convinced
Wesley
that our own Church of England , with all her lemishes, is nearer
the

we

scri tural

lan

than any other in

Euro e.

Basic Definition of Church

Wesley egan his E lanatory Notes on the New Testament in
and com leted them in
. It is here that Wesley gives some of

his most succinct statements
The Church is

elievers,

Christian

the

on

essence

of the Church.

elievers in Christ,
the whole ody of true

the

the whole

ody of

eUevers, whether

on

is
aradise.
Perha s Wesley s comment on Acts
his most com rehensive
rief definition of the New Testament
church A com any of men, called y the gos el, grafted into Christ
y a tism, animated y love, united y all kind of fellowshi , and
disci lined y the death of Ananias and Sa hira.
In his sermon Of the Church Wesley said the Church is, in the
ro er sense, a congregation, or ody of eo le, united together in

earth

or

in

the service of God.

Christian

meaning

Even two

or

three united in Christ s name,

family, may therefore e called a church. The
is visi le, gathered local congregation. But in a

or a

rimary

roader

universal church that is, all
sense Church means the catholic
the Christians under heaven, understood as made u of all the local
or

congregations in the
Wesley said,

world.

In

A Letter to

a

Roman Catholic in

y his A ostles gathered unto himself a
Church,
continually added such as shall e
that
this
saved
catholic, that is, universal. Church,
e tending to all nations and all ages, is holy in all its
mem ers, who have fellowshi with the holy angels, who
constantly minister to these heirs of salvation and with all
the living mem ers of Christ on earth, as well as all who are
de arted in his faith and fear.
I

elieve that Christ
to

Wesley felt

which he has

understanding
Anglican Thirty-Nine Articles.

he could reconcile the New Testament

of the Church with Article
He wrote,
A visi le Church as

our

of the

Article defines

it is

a com any of
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faithful or eheving
eo le coetus credentium. This is the
essence of a Church, and the
ro erties thereof are as they
are descri ed in the words that
follow , that the ure word
of God

e

reached therein, and the sacraments duly
Now, then, according to this authentic
account, what is the Church of England What is it, indeed,
ut the faithful eo le, the true elievers of
England It is
true, if these are scattered a road they come under another
consideration. But when they are visi ly oined y
assem ling together to hear the ure word of God reached
and to eat of one read and drink of one cu , they are then
ro erly the visi le Church of England.
administered.

Wesley translated faithful

elievers

on

the

Latin version had

men in the Article

asis of the Latin

coetus

coetus

fidelium.

Wesley said

defend this definition of the Church,
com ati le with Scri ture.

reached,

Article,

in which the

and the sacraments

congregation of

he did not

ut he

to

The words in the

as

credentium actually the

thought

ro ose

it

ure word of God is

duly administered Wesley

e

inter reted more functionally than formally. They meant that
congregation where the Gos el was not truly reached or
sacraments not

England

nor

duly administered

was

neither a

the universal church.

Yet

and

even

S irit,

any
the

art of the Church of

Wesley

im ro er ractices
congregation gave evidence of the S irit s genuine
towards

was

was

charita le

wrong doctrines if

a

resence

ho e, one Lord,
easily ear with
their holding wrong o inions, yea, and su erstitious modes
nor would I, on these accounts, scru le still to
of worshi
include them within the ale of the catholic church neither
would I have any o ection to receive them, if they desired it,
as mem ers of the Church of England.
Whoever
one

His

faith,

sermon

go in

they

one

recognizing

that have one

God and Father of all, I

CathoHc

universal church
We must

are

S irit suggests

different grou s

oth act

as

each is

one

can

Wesley was willing to
genuinely elonging to the

how far

as

fully ersuaded in his own mind.
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acce ta le to
elieve the E isco al form of
Church government to e scri tural and a ostolical. If you
think the Pres yterian or Inde endent is etter, think so
still, and act accordingly. I elieve infants ought to e
a tized and that this may e done either y di ing or
s rinkhng. If you are otherwise ersuaded, e so still, and
follow your own ersuasion. It a ears to me, that forms of
rayer are of e cellent use,
articularly in the great
congregation.
My sentiment is that I ought not to for id
water, wherein ersons may e a tized and that I ought to
eat read and drink wine, as a memorial of my dying Master
however, if you are not convinced of this, act according to
the light you have. I have no desire to dis ute with you one
moment u on any of the
receding heads.
Hold you fast that which you
God, and I will do the same. I

.

But

a

.

eUeve is most

.

lying Wesley s

definition of the Church

as a

congregation

elievers suggests some am ivalence and am iguity, if not
actual inconsistency, in Wesley. On the one hand the Church of
of faithful

England was, essentially, the faithful eo le or true elievers
visi ly assem led together in Word and sacrament. But on the other
hand Wesley virtually accused the Church of England of eing
a ostate. There are only a few in England whose inmost soul is
renewed after the image of God, he wrote in
, and as for a
Christian visi le church, or a ody of Christians visi ly united
together, where is this to e seen
Wesley considered the Church of England and the whole
Christian Church generally to e largely in a fallen state. In some
formal sense the Church of England with its structures and liturgy
was still
art of the Church, ut in fact and s irit the true Church was
ut a remnant of faithful elievers scattered throughout the Anglican
and other communions.

Wesley seems to have seen the Methodist societies as com rising,
large degree, the true visi le Church within Anglicanism. Yet as
Methodism grew he recognized that not even all Methodists were

to a

true

would

elievers

or

increasingly

faithful men,

e

Outler summarizes

and that

as

time

went on

so.

Wesley

as

follows

The unity of the church is

ased u on the Christian

this
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koinonia in the

Holy S irit.

The holiness of the church is

grounded in the disci line of
which
and
matures the Christian life from its
grace
guides
threshold in ustifying faith to its
lero hory in sancti
fication.
The

catholicity of the church is defined y the universal
redem tion, the essential community of all true

outreach of

elievers.

The a ostolicity of the church is gauged y the succession
a ostolic doctrine in those who have een faithful to the
a ostolic witness.

of

This seems to e an a t descri tion. The Church is one ecause it is
in all ages and nations
the one ody of Christ, endued with faith
Its holiness consists in the holiness of its
working y love.
...

mem ers, ecause every mem er thereof is holy, though in different
it is catholic ecause it is
degrees, as He that called them is holy.
the eo le of God dis ersed over the whole earth, in Euro e, Asia,
And it is a ostolic, for there has een an
Africa, and America.
witness
to the Gos el through a faithful
interru ted a ostolic
and
faithful
ministers
down through history.
community
The Church in

History

Wesley s reading concerning the early church had not only
rought him to a more functional view of church order it had also
changed his thinking a out church history. His conce t of the
Church must e understood in the conte t of his understanding of
the Church in history.
Wesley s reading in Georgia altered the direction of his strong
rimitivism. Beveridge s Synodikon undermined his faith in the
a ostolic origin and universal ractice of many church traditions. He
e no more than a su ordinate rule
now saw that anti uity should
with scri ture, rather than a coordinate rule, and that the eriod of
the Church s early faithfulness could not e e tended, as he had
For Anglicans, the early
efore thought, into the fourth century.
church meant the Church of the first three or four centuries, while

rimitive

church

distinguished

the Church of the New Testament
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eriod. It was the rimitive church that Wesley increasingly focused
and less for its form of order
u on, es ecially after Aldersgate
than for its s irit and cor orate e erience.
Wesley came to agree with the German historian Gottfried Arnold
that the Church had early fallen into unfaithfulness.
According to Durn augh, Wesley took a co y of Arnold s True
with him to Georgia and had
Portrayal of the First Christians
read William Cave, one of Arnold s
rinci al sources. o It is
uncertain how much or how directly Arnold may have influenced
Wesley, ut the link with Arnold is of some significance since
Arnold s writings were influential among eighteenth century
Mennonites and Brethren.
Littell notes that Arnold acce ted a
very large share of the rimitivist inter retation of Christian history
which the Ana a tists had defended in the revious century.
Wesley was later to s eak in strong terms of the unfaithfulness of
the Church throughout history. In his sermon The Mystery of
Ini uity he said
never did, never could, give any lasting wound
genuine Christianity. But the greatest it ever received, the
grand low which was struck at the very root of that hum le,
gentle, atient love, which is the fulfilling of the Christian
law, the whole essence of true rehgion, was struck in the
fourth century y Constantine the Great, when he called
himself a Christian, and
oured in a flood of riches,
honours, and ower, u on the Christians more es ecially
Just so, when the fear of ersecution
u on the Clergy.

Persecution

to

.

.

.

removed, and wealth and honour attended the Christian
rofession, the Christians did not gradually sink, ut

was

headlong into all manner of vices. Then the mystery
ini uity was no more hid, ut stalked a road in the face
of the sun. Then, not the golden age ut the iron age of the
rushed

of

church commenced.

.

.

.

And this is the event which most Christian

mention with such

e

ositors

trium h yea, which some of them
ified in the Revelation, y the New

e ty
su ose to
Jerusalem coming down from heaven

coming
it seeing from

the

of Satan and all his

legions

Rather say, it

from the

that very time he hath set u

was

ottomless

his throne

over
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the face of the whole
well
has

the

as

een

earth, and reigned

Pagan
the de lora le

world with
state

hardly

over

the Christian

any control

.

.

.

as

Such

of the Christian church, from

the time of Constantine till the Reformation. A Christian

nation,
was

Christian

a

individuals
wickedness.
And

city according to the scri tural model,
ut every city and country, a few
was
e ce ted,
lunged in all manner of

nowhere to

Wesley

e seen

that the

fallen condition, in large
day.
This ers ective on
history caused Wesley to look
sym athetically on second-century Montanism and to see that
movement as somewhat
arallel to Methodism. In the same sermon
on the
of
Mystery
Ini uity he said, As to the heresies fathered
it
is
not easy to find what they were. I
elieve his
u on Montanus,
the
that
without
inward
and
outward
grand heresy was,
maintaining
holiness no man shall see the Lord.
In a rief iece on The Real
Character of Montanus Wesley argued that, far from
eing a
heretic, Montanus was one of the est men then u on earth who,
under the character of a Pro het, as an order esta lished in the
Church, a eared without ringing any new doctrine for reviving
what was decayed, and reforming what might e amiss.
Wesley elieved the Church of England as he knew it was as fallen
A Farther A
as Christendom generally. In
eal to Men of Reason
and Religion
, Wesley detailed the fallen state of the Church
and the nation of England.
Given such views, it was to e e ected that Wesley would give a
different inter retation to A ostolic Succession than that
Wesley came to eheve
commonly acce ted in Anglicanism. By
that Anglican isho s were not in un roken succession from the
He wrote in
,
deny that the Romish Bisho s came
A ostles.
down y uninterru ted succession from the A ostles. I never could
True a ostolic
see it
roved and, I am ersuaded I never shall.
succession came to mean, therefore, the continuity of the a ostolic
went on to say

measure, had

witness and

Wesley s
suggest

a

continued

s irit

right

u
church

to

in the Christian

same

his

community.

view of the fallenness of the Church

essimistic

seem

to

resent
found, for e am le, in
remillennialism. But Wesley s confidence in the resent
rather

work and its future in the world, such
modern

might

outlook toward the Church s
as

The
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working of grace gave him a dynamic and ositive conviction
concerning what God could accom lish through His eo le in the
resent order.

Wesley

wrote

in

, I desire to have oth heaven and hell ever in

my eye, while I stand on this isthmus of life, etween these two
oundless oceans and I verily think the daily consideration of oth

highly ecomes all men of reason and religion.
Wesley lived the resent in the light of the future. For him, that
meant working for the esta lishment of the Kingdom of God here
and now, as well as re aring for eternity.
The Possi ilities of Grace

Wesley

therefore

saw no

ounds to the free grace of God, and was
timistic a out the ossi ilities of God s

necessary

fundamentally o

grace working now, in the resent, oth in individuals and in society.
He saw the whole work of salvation, and even creation, as an

e ression of God s grace. No erson is so totally de raved, Wesley
taught, as to e outside the grace of God. He wrote, There is no man
that is in

a

state of

uenched
S irit,
Wesley s em hasis
the

mere

there is

nature

no

man, unless he has

wholly void of the grace of God.
holiness must e seen in this light. Wesley

that is
on

erfection, ut he did teach that love could,
rimary motivating force in the Christian s
eatedly defined holiness as loving God with all one s eing
and loving one s neigh or as oneself. This meant two things for
God s grace was sufficient to erfect the Christian in love,
Wesley
and
this love em owered and im elled the eliever to good works.
We must give ourselves to God in faith and in holy, active, a
did not teach
and must,
life. He re

sinless

ecome the

tient love.

Wesley s em hasis on grace and on final udgment rovided him
a dynamic, rather than static, view of redem tion. Salvation
included sanctification, which included good works, faith working
y love. By God s grace, men and women were co-la orers with God
in the resent work of redem tion. Wesley saw the resent order as
an active, ongoing
attle etween the kingdom of darkness and the
Kingdom of God. Christians were not saved out of this attle, ut
with

were

rather called into it to wrestle with

The Christian life is lived in the

assively.
This ers ective

ena led

light

Wesley,

in

of

rinci alities and owers.
eternity
actively, not

thought

and

ractice,

to hold
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together three seeming antitheses which so often come unglued in the
Church. Since Wesley was more of a Gos el ractitioner than a
systematic theologian, his alance at these three oints is visi le as
much in his ractice as in his doctrine.
The hundreds of little Methodist societies which Wesley formed
might almost e called eschatological communities. Only one
condition was re uired to oin them a desire to tlee from the wrath
e saved from their sins. There

to come, to

for

Wesley

oint

was

convinced that

a

was no

doctrinal test,
in every

e orthodo

may
and yet it is ossi le he may have no rehgion at all
The Way to Kingdom .
Yet one could continue

.

.

mon,

man

Ser

.

as

a

Methodist only if he or she su mitted to Methodist disci lines and
lived a life of faith and good works. The Church, said Wesley, is a

com acted together, in order, first, to save
soul then to assist each other in working out
their salvation and afterwards, as far as in them lies, to save
all men from resent and future misery, to overturn the
kingdom of Satan, and set u the kingdom of Christ. And
this ought to e the continued care and endeavor of every
mem er thereof otherwise he is not worthy to e called a
mem er thereof, as he is not a living mem er of Christ
Sermon, The Reformation of Manners .
.

.

.

ody

each his

of

men

own

eschatological ho e and the wrath to
come. Often the Church divides at this
oint, some Christians
hell and damna
others
while
into
a
naive
reach
o
timism
falling
tion. Wesley saw oth em hases in Scri ture, and oth were art of
his reaching. As A. Skevington Wood oints out in The Burning
Heart, udgment and the terrors of the Lord formed a fre uent
theme in Wesley s reaching. Wesley saw the reaching of udgment
as art of the awakening ministry which aves the way for the gos el
offer.
He was o timistic a out the
ossi ilities of grace and
and a new earth. But
heaven
a
new
create
that
God
would
em hatic
this em hasis had to e com ined with the warning of udgment and
eternal
unishment. Bi lical realism re uired holding together
eschatological ho e and dread. Wood adds, for Wesley the whole of
His
life was visualized from the stand oint of the eternal.
that oth he
evangelistic mission was carried on in the knowledge
and his hearers were living etween the advents.
Wesley

held

together

the

.

.

.

The

Partly
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ecause of

this, Wesley also held together the evange
ro hetic dimensions of the Gos el. There was no s lit
etween ersonal salvation and social engagement.
Wesley was first of all an evangelist, ecause he felt that all must
hear and res ond to the convicting and
converting Word of God. But
the new irth must roduce faith, ho e, and love, or else it is not true
conversion. The necessary fruit of the love of God resulting from
the new irth, said Wesley, is the love of our
neigh our of every
listic and the

soul which God hath made.

sive

emotion

it involves

.

.

But this love is much

more

than

a

as

.

universal o edience to Him
will.

.

herein

.

.

And

is, the

one

we love, and
conformity to His
of the tem ers most o viously im lied
zealous of good works the hungering

eing
thirsting to do good, in every ossi le kind, unto all
men the re oicing to s end and e s ent for them, for every
child of man not looking for any recom ense in this world,
ut only in the resurrection of the ust.
and

Nowhere is this com ination of the

evangelistic and ro hetic
Wesley s reaching of the Gos el to the oor. Wesley
noted that
reaching the Gos el to the oor was a key roof of
Jesus messiahshi and was the greatest mercy, and the greatest
miracle of all. Jesus reached to those who were oor oth literally
and s iritually.
Migration to the cities had roduced a new class of ur an oor in
Wesley s day. The Industrial Revolution was in full swing, fed y
coal. When Wesley reached to the Kingswood colliers, he was
touching those most cruelly Victimized y industrialization. Yet his
res onse among the coal miners was
henomenal, and Wesley
worked tirelessly for their s iritual and material welfare. Among
other things, he o ened free dis ensaries set u a kind of credit
union esta lished schools and or hanages. His ministry ranched
out to include lead miners, iron smelters, rass and
co er workers,
uar--ymen, shi yard workers, farm la orers, risoners, and women
clearer than in

industrial workers.

To all these eo le
the victims of society
Wesley offered the
Good News of Jesus Christ. But he did more. He formed them into
closeknit fellowshi s where they could e she herded and where
leaders could e develo ed, and he worked to reform the conditions
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under which

they lived. His efforts went eyond welfare to include
Through his ointed and rolific
writings
agitated for ma or reforms. He was convinced that the
making an o en stand against all the ungodliness and righteousness
which overs read our land as a flood, is one of the no lest
ways of
confessing Christ in the face of His enemies.
Finally, Wesley held in creative tension the resent and future
dimensions of salvation. The new irth egan a
rocess that reached
into eternity. He reasoned that if God could make men and women
holy in heaven, he could also make them holy on earth. His action for
social welfare and reform ran arallel to this God s grace is suf
ficient, and the ower of love in elievers is otent enough, to ring
su stantial im rovement in social and economic conditions in the

creative economic alternatives.

resent age.

Wesley was not much concerned a out eschatological roadma ing, and to the e tent that he deaU with end-time events he
largely took over the views of others. As Wood oints out, Wesley
confined himself to the
old outUne of ro hecy, rather than
with
the
details
of
de
ata le inter retation.
His view of
wrestling
Christ s second coming was
ost-millenial, ut he did not em
hasize the oint. His rimary focus was much more on the resent
o eration of God s grace and love in elievers in the light of the
certainty of final udgment and of the new heavens and new earth.
Wesley s concern for ersonal holiness has sometimes een dis
torted

over

the

course

sions have often

of

years, and its ethical and social dimen
sed. He was convinced that the social

ecli
im lications of holy Hving were inesca a le. Thus he o osed mysti
cism and solitary religion, arguing that
Holy Solitaries is a
hrase no more consistent with the Gos el than holy adulterers. The
Gos el of Christ knows no religon, ut social no holiness, ut social
holiness. Faith working y love is the length and readth and height
of Christian erfection.
een

Church Order,

Ministry,

and Sacraments

Wesley s view of the Church and its history naturally had
im lications for the way he would understand uestions of church
order, ministry, ordination, and the sacraments.
The uestion of orders of ministry arose very early, for Wesley
soon a
ointed others to assist Charles and himself in the work of
reaching. How was this new ody of reachers to e understood
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ecclesiologically In what sense were they ministers, what authority
did they have, and what was the meaning of Wesley s act of
a ointing them These were inevita le and very crucial uestions
given the rather s ecific theories and rocedures of ordination and
ministry within the Church of England. The Wesleys themselves
could claim authority to reach ased on their Anglican ordination
their only ro lem was to ustify reaching indiscriminately across
England, rather than confining themselves to one arish, and their
unorthodo
ractice of field reaching. John Wesley ustified his
itinerant ministry on at least two grounds his O ford fellowshi
gave him license to teach anywhere, and the results themselves
ustified his actions. I did far more good, he said, y reaching
three days on my father s tom than I did y reaching three years in
his ul it.
To critics who said he should stay ut in one arish
he
only,
res onded I look u on all the world as my arish thus far
that
in whatever art of it I am I udge it meet, right, and my
mean,
ounden duty to declare, unto all that are willing to hear, the glad
tidings of salvation.
But Wesley s reachers were unordained. What right did they have
to reach, and what right did Wesley have to a
oint them Wesley s
view of ministry and ordination had to address this uestion.
Here as elsewhere, Wesley s concern and ro lem was to remain
faithful to Scri ture, the early church, and the Church of England
while moving effectively to meet the o
ortunities for ministry that
were o ening
efore him. How could he e lain his ministry and his
measures not only to himself and to his critics,
ut also to his growing
and of lay reachers
Wesley insisted that he was dLT t omimg reachers, not astors, and
that his a
ointment was not ordination to the riesthood. Yet he
saw his action as consistent with Anglican church order and with
early church ractice.
Wesley thought he saw in Scri ture and the early church a
distinction

etween two kinds of Christian ministers which
to the

and Methodist

order
other
Thus

difference

etween ordained

Anglican riests
lay reachers
legitimize oth. One
of ministers had res onsi ility to reach and evangelize the
to give
astoral care, administer the sacraments, and ordain.
Wesley e lained in his sermon The Ministerial Office,

corres onded

So the great

and that would

High-Priest of our rofession sent A ostles and

Weslev s Conce t of the Church

Evangelists

roclaim glad tidings

to

Preachers,

then Pastors,

faith the
find that

congregations
ever

and
an

all the world

and

uild u in the
e founded. But I do not

Teachers,

that should

the office of

to

Evangelist

to

was

the

same

with

Pastor, fre uently called a Bisho . He resided
over the flock, and administered the sacraments The former
assisted him, and reached the word, either in one or more

that of

a

congregations.
Testament,

or

rove from any art of the New
from any author of the three first centuries,
I cannot

that the office of
Pastor

or

Evangelist gave any man a right to act as a
Bisho . I elieve these offices were considered as

uite distinct from each

other till the time of Constantine.

But with the fall of the Church under

greatly
It

Constantine, the situation

was

altered

soon

grew

common

for

to take the whole

one man

charge

in order to engross the whole ay. Hence
the same erson acted as Priest and Pro het, as Pastor and
Evangelist. And this gradually s read more and more
of

a

congregation

throughout the whole Christian Church. Yet even at this
day, although the same erson usually discharges oth those
offices, yet the office of an Evangelist or Teacher does not
im ly that of a Pastor, to whom eculiarly elongs the
administration of the sacraments

A lying this
reachers within

to

.

.

.

.

the contem orary situation of Methodist

England, Wesley saw Methodist
innovations as
ractice. Methodist
as
e traordinary messengers,
reachers were to consider themselves
raised u to rovoke the ordinary ones to ealousy. They were not
a ointed to e ercise the riestly office or administer the
sacraments, ut to reach and evangelize.
a

the Church of
return

to

New Testament

might recognize more than two orders of ministry,
Wesley thought, still the fundamental distinction was etween
the former eing
astor- riests and reacher-evangelists
ordinary ministers and the second e traordinary. This
While

one

distinction could

e

seen even

e traordinary ro hets

were

fre

It is true
in the Old Testament
not een
had
who
raised
u ,
uently

The

As ury

Seminarian

educated in the schools of the

ro hets, neither had the outward
And in the
ordinary
e traordinary riests.
New Testament and the early church, one always finds if not more,
at least two orders distinct from each other, the one having the ower
only to reach and sometimes a tize, the other to ordain also and
administer the Lord s Su er.
Wesley saw the astor- riests as the ordinary, esta hshed,
call. But

we

read of

no

institutional ministers of the church while the

reacher-evangelists
e traordinary ministers raised u
y more immediate
divine ins iration somewhat outside institutional channels
and
therefore not having the more institutional rerogatives of ordaining
and administering the sacraments. Thus he says in the early church,
were

the

evangelists

Both the
women

reached, Yea, and
e traordinary ins iration. Then
their daughter ro hesied, although
was not
ermitted to a woman to
and deacons

when under

oth their

sons

ordinary
s eak in the

in

and
it

cases

church. But

we

do not read in the New Tes

that any evangehst or deacon administered the
Lord s Su er much less that any woman administered
it, even when s eaking y e traordinary ins iration,
tament

ins iration which authorized them for
authorizing them for the other. Meanwhile
that

in all the earliest accounts

dent

or

Su

er.

ruling

res yter

Both orders of ministers

however, for
overseer,

eculiar

Wfere

....

ever

that

none

the

one

we

do read

ut the

not

resi

administered the Lord s

constituted such

y

the

Holy S irit,

num er of men u on earth can constitute an
any other Christian minister. To do this is the

no man or

isho ,

or

work of the

Holy Ghost.
Wesley was willing to admit the traditional threefold distinction of
isho s, res yters or riests , and deacons, ut he saw little asic
difference etween isho s and res yters. Baker notes.

uite convinced that in essence there
ministry, with the higher order which
alone was em owered to administer the sacraments and to
ordain su divided into isho s and res yters. He
com letely re ected the notion that there was only one order
By

were two

Wesley

was

orders of

Wesley s Conce t of the Church
authorized

reach

to

and to administer

the sacraments .

i

Wesley indicated that the three orders of Bisho , Priests
were
lainly evident in the New Testament, ut not

In

and Deacons

rescri ed for all ages. Rather, there must e num erless accidental
varieties in the government of various churches.
For, as God
variously dis enses His gifts of nature, rovidence, and grace, oth
the offices themselves and the officers in each

ought to e varied from
Wesley wrote, We
eheve that the threefold order of ministers
is not only authorized
y its a ostolical institution, ut also y the written word.
Wesley recognized isho s and riests as constituting an outward

Similarly

time to time.

in

a

letter of

...

riesthood

in the Church.

elieve there is, and always was, in every Christian
whether de endent on the Bisho of Rome or not ,

We

Church
an

outward

riesthood, ordained y Jesus Christ, and an
y men authorized to act as
of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of

outward sacrifice offered therein
am assadors
God. S

He still considered the

ut he

re ected

sacrament or that

riesthood

the

riesthood as a vehicle of sacramental grace,
dogma that ordination itself is a

the Tridentine

it confers

not as

Baker notes,

an

indeli le character.

rimarily mediatorial,

ut

He
as

came

to see

re resentative.

although he never discarded the terms outward sacrifice
riesthood he came to inter ret the Lord s
as
a
Su er
cor orate s iritual action erformed y one
whom the church had a
ointed for that ur ose.
Eventually he used res yter or elder in reference to
riest ecause of the latter s sacerdotal overtones.
.

.

.

and outward

Nevertheless, he continued to refer to his own sacerdotal
conference insisted that there was a
office, and at the
New Testament riesthood and sacrifice, though this was
not a

ro itiatory

sacrifice.

ministry as divided fundamentally into an
riesthood em owered to ordain and administer the

This view of Christian
outward

The
sacraments and an order

of

As ury Seminarian

e traordinary ministers em owered to

reach
evangehze functioned for Wesley in two ways. On the one
it
was
his ustification efore Anglican critics of the a ointing
hand,
and

lay reachers. On the other hand, it was his argument
efore his reachers for refusing to allow them to administer the
sacraments or assume other
rerogatives of the Anglican clergy.
Wesley wanted at all costs to kee this distinction clear and
ermanent, for it was the key to Methodism s remaining a movement
within the Church of England, rather than a se arate denomination.
As long as Methodist
reachers could not give the sacraments,
Methodists would have to go to the Anglican service as long as they
could not ordain, there could e no Methodist reachers e ce t
those whom Wesley himself a ointed. This is recisely what Wesley
of Methodist

wished and intended. In his

sermon

on

The Ministerial Office

Wesley
reachers as
a ointed
not
them
and
as
Priests.
We
received
Pro hets,
wholly
solely to
not
to
administer
the
sacraments.
reach,
Since Wesley saw no essential difference etween a isho and a
riest, he felt that, Bi lically, he had as much right to ordain as did a
isho
although for the sake of order, and to revent Methodist
se aration, he was very reluctant to ordain. In letters to Charles in
later years he said he was convinced he was a scri tural iniaKOTro
as much as any man in England or in Euro e,
and that he had as
much right to ordain as to administer the Sacrament. But I see
a undance of reasons why I should not use that right, unless I was
insisted that he had

Methodist

turned out of the Church.
But

Wesley did,

in

fact, eventually ordain ministers for American

Methodism. This, of course, caused considera le controversy and
re uired e lanation. As early as
Wesley admitted that in

a

ointing

Methodist

reachers he had already in some sense
ordained. Later he ustified his ordinations for America on the two
grounds of Bi lical authority and ractical necessity. He could
earlier have ordained the Methodist reachers in England, ut this
was unnecessary and would have se arated Methodists from the
Church of England. But the case is widely different
etween
North
he
said.
In
and
America
there
was
no one
America,
England
to

administer the sacraments to Methodist converts.

therefore,

my scru les are at an end and I conceive
I violate no order and invade no man s right

li erty, as
and sending

la ourers into the harvest.

Here,

myself at full
y a ointing

Wesley s Conce t of the Church

ministry

In this view of

ordination, Wesley thought he was
eing
Scri ture and early church tradition,
consistent with a ro er understanding of Anglican doctrine,
and, a ove all, o edient to the Gos el in seeing to it that the Word
was
reached as freely and widely as ossi le. He thought he
had found a way to ustify
oth Methodism with its reachers
and the institution of the Church of England with its clergy.
Stoeffler elieves that Wesley s actions and writings are est
e lained against the ackground of Wesley s contacts with
Moravianism and the collegio ietatis of Continental Pietists.
Though Wesley s view of ministry may seem am iguous. Stoef
fler argues that the am iguities recede into the
ackground
if it is remem ered that his view of the ministry is related to a
conscious ada tation on his art of the collegia ietatis arrange
ment of the church-related Pietists on the continent, es ecially
at

it

as

once

o served among the Moravians.

was

uestion

and

faithful to

While

one

may

consciously imitating
ada ting
Moravian and Pietist ideas and models, he clearly saw Method
ism and its ministry as an evangehcal order within the Church
of England
in effect, as an ecclesiola. And he could hardly
have failed to e influenced
y what he saw of Moravian and
whether

Pietist models

S ace

views

does

on

indicate
how the

leading
in

or

the continent.

not

ermit

the sacraments,

an

ut

e tended discussion of
a

Wesley s general a

uestion

central

was

on

Wesley

was

to

.

of the

in the

use

of the sacraments

contoversy

Wesley s

few comments may e made to
roach. We have already seen
etween

Wesley s se aration from

the

as means

of grace

and

Wesley
Society

Molther

Fetter Lane

Wesley s sacramentaUsm is well-known, and he seems most
Anglican recisely at this oint. But his sacramentaUsm, like
other as ects of his theology and ractice, was a modified Angli
can
osition strongly influenced y Wesley s evangehcal con

victions.

Stoeffler
in

is

ro a ly right that Wesley s s iritual renewal
an im act on his understanding of the nature

had less of

meaning of the sacraments than on any other as ect of his
Yet one notes a significant difference of em
theology.
hasis etween Wesley s O ford days and the years following
and

.

As ury Seminarian

The
For

Wesley,

the sacramtnts

rayer and Bi le

Wesley said,

reading,

as

were

est understood,

means of grace.

understand outward

along with

means of grace,

By

signs, words,

or

actions,

ordinary
to men, reventing, ustifying, or
To call the sacraments means of grace
sanctifying grace.
oth
the
suggested
utility and limitation of such ordinances. They
must e res ected and used, for they conveyed God s grace. But they
were only instruments they were means, not ends. As the
rimitive
church lost its earlier urity, the means ecame mistaken for ends.
Wesley eheved the sacraments, es ecially the Lord s Su er, were
necessary if not to the
eing, at least to the well- eing of a
ordained of God, and a ointed
channels where y he might convey

to

this end, to

e the

Church.

s iritual renewal, the ordinances of the church
living ower of the S irit. Wesley s ractice,
and to a large e tent his theory, of the sacraments varied little from
to the end of his life. But the
oint of em hasis came
increasingly to e on the S irit of God working through the
With

Wesley s

own

ecame infused with the

sacraments.

Thus he wrote,

whatever, if se arate from the S irit
of God, cannot rofit at all, cannot conduce, in any degree,
either to the knowledge or love of God.
Whosoever,
therefore, imagines there is any intrinsic ower in any means
whatsoever, does greatly err.
...

all outward

means

.

.

.

God is a le, said Wesley, to work with or without
lood of Christ which makes ro itiation for sin.

means.

It is the

Yet the

means

useful, and all who desire the grace of God are to wait for it in the
means which he hath ordained in using, not in laying them aside.
One should wait for God in the way he has ordained, e ecting that
he will meet me there, ecause he has romised so to do.
One
should use all means as means as ordained, not for their own sake,

are

ut in order to the renewal of your soul in righteousness and true
actually tend to do this, well ut if not,

holiness. If, therefore, they
they are dung and dross.

Wesley, the Lord s Su er was a reventing, ustifying and
sanctifying ordinance. That is, it drew a erson to God and was
instrumental in his ustification and sanctification. Thus it was useful
For

and needful at every stage in one s life. Baker notes.

Wesley s Conce t of the Church

Wesley continued to regard communion as a converting as
as a confirming ordinance.
Although he welcomed
sinners
to
his
own
communion
services, however,
enitent
he was not re ared to admit all and sundry.
Wesley
never shook off his conviction that for the sake of decency
and order, if not for vaUdity and effectiveness, the Lord s
Su er must e administered y an ordained clergyman.

well

.

.

.

seeking God, not ust for
only
re aration or ualification is
truly
in
worthlessness
a sense of
trusting nothing ut God s grace alone.
The Lord s Su er may ro erly e called a sacrifice, according to
Wesley, ut in a very s ecific sense
Thus the sacraments

for all who

are

are

essential

converted. The

the

But is there any
riest or any sacrifice under the New
As sure as there was under the Old. The

Testament

un loody sacrifice of wine

the most solemn which

then

of
Christian sacrifice of
termed the un loody

e

sacrifice .

.

.

.

of

lace of
one

And he that offers this
as

were

a

ro er

a

as

riest as ever

ro itiatory sacrifice
sic any such among

there every
e more than

never was or can

offered

one

was.

asked, But is this

No. Nor
There

the

read and wine. This also the ancients

memorial of the death of Christ is

Melchisedec
If it

offered, in

all the other Jewish sacrifices is the

which and

a

and oil and fine flour was

was

y Jesus Christ

the

one

such

I answer,

the Jews.

sacrifice, that

righteous.

Wesley s view of a tism was similar ut somewhat more
am iguous due to his em hasis on infant a tism. He felt that in
a tism a
rinci le of grace is infused, and was a le to say,

Ba tism doth
re ent, elieve,

now

save

us, if

we

live answera le thereto if we
Su osing this, as it admits us

gos el
glory hereafter.
infant a tism and aduU a tism,
etween
Wesley distinguished
coming close to affirming a tismal regeneration in infants ut not
o ey

and

into the Church here,

so

which

old, I had

was

given

not

me

in

into

elieve, till I was a out
sinned away that washing of the Holy S irit

in adults. He said of his
ten years

the

own

e erience,

a tism.

I

He held that infants should

e
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a tized ecause they are guiky of original sin a tism washes away
original sin and infants can come to Christ y no other means. He
felt that children a tized in infancy were at that time orn again,
and that this was resu osed in the Book of Common Prayer. But
in the case of adults, at least, a erson might e orn of water ut not
This view is illustrated ungently
yet, or necessarily, of the S irit.
in a
in
Journal
entry
Wesley s
and four other adults, at
a tized John Smith,
Islington. Of the adults I have known a tized lately, one
only was at that time orn again, in the full sense of the
word that is, found a thorough, inward change, y the love
of God filling her heart. Most of them were only orn again
I

in

.

.

.

lower sense, i.e. received the remission of their sins and
some, as it has since too lainly a
eared, neither in one
a

sense nor

the other.

Summary
In his view of the

Church, its role in history, its structure, ministry,

essentially Anglican osition,
s iritual e erience after
Aldersgate and y his e eriences at the front of a ra idly-e anding
s iritual movement. The striking thing a out Wesley s ecclesiology is
that it did not undergo a radical transformation after the critical
- , ut changed very Uttle. Still, the changes were of
years of
crucial significance
arallel to his ersonal a ro riation of
faith
which
doctrines mentally acce ted ecame
ustifying
through
living realities in his own e erience.
But the changes in Wesley ecclesiology, as we have seen, were art
of a gradual evolution and shift in em hasis which egan as early as
and continued through the early years of the revival. Little or no
change seems to have occurred in Wesley s view of the church after
and sacraments, Wesley reveals
modified and vivified
y his

a out

an

own

.

significance of these changes, and the e tent to which they
laced Wesley in the Believers Church tradition, are the su ect of
The

the final article of this series.
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Baker notes

Ba tism

in

ecause it

infancy Wesley su
was

the

successor

orted

ecause it

was

instituted

y Jesus and

of the Old Testament rite of infant circum

to elieve that in some way o ective grace was con
ferred u on the child y God, so that in a sense it was regenerated, or at
least the rocess of regeneration was egun. At the same time he insisted
that another form of regeneration was ossi le in aduU e erience uite
he never
a art from any sacramental rite. These two as ects of regeneration
uite reconciled, ut continued to insist on oth. The classical summary of

cision. He continued

on
Wesley s teaching on a tismal regeneration remains his Treatise
his
sermon on The New
and
on
regeneration
non- a tismal
Ba tism,
, though ro a ly reached much earlier.
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Several rather

significant

new

studies of

Wesley

have

a

eared

within the last few years, all of which are relevant to the uestion of
Wesley s ecclesiology or to the ractical working-out of that

ecclesiology. Al ert C. Cutler s
writings, entitled John Wesley

e cellent

,

com endium

of

Wesley s

contains e tensive introduc

tory material and notes. Frank Baker has rovided a very thorough,
scholarly, and yet reada le study of Wesley s churchmanshi in his

es ecially
Wesley s thought.
that of suffer
A little-noted as ect of the Methodist e erience
in
his
Wilson
D.
Dunn
with
deah
has
een
Many Waters
y
ing
the
A
Cannot
Study of
Sufferings of Eighteenth-Century
uench
Methodism and Their Significance for John Wesley and the First
Methodists
. Although I have not used Wilson s study in this
a er, it is im ortant ecause it shows that the early Methodists did
undergo considera le suffering on several counts and this, in turn,
is im ortant for contem orary students of Wesley in order that the
full meaning of what it meant for a erson to associate himself
intimately with the Methodists in Wesley s day not e missed.

John Wesley and the Church of England
hel ful for tracing the wide range of influences

which is

on

The historian Bernard Semmel has done

a

great service

to

Wesleyan studies in translating and editing Elie Halevy s essays
origins of Methodism in The Birth of Methodism in England
. suggested many years ago
. Halevy, author of England in
that the influence of the Wesleyan Revival among the Enghsh masses
revented a French-style olitical revolution in eighteenth-century
England. His analysis and his hy othesis have often not een fully
on

the

understood, however, and the

two

essays which Semmel has

Englishs eaking world. Semmel has attem ted to re-evaluate Halevy s thesis
in his significant historical study, The Methodist Revolution
.
Ernst
has
a
Stoeffler
welland
Finally,
suggestive
resented
reasoned study of Wesley s ecclesiology in his recent Tradition and
Renewal in the Ecclesiology of John Wesley
.
The literature on Wesley is, of course, very e tensive. I have not
translated from the French have

een little known in the

een a le to survey all of it, ut have used as many studies as I could
find and gain access to which ore on the uestion at hand. I have

included

few works in the

a

i liogra hy which

I have not

een a le

e amine, ut which clearly would have some relevance to Wesley s
ecclesiology.
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The ty ology used in this
a er is ased rimarily on Durn augh,
Este , Bender, Littell, Williams, and Yoder, as noted.
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Book Reviews
God, Man and Salvation A Bi lical Theology,

Richard F.

Beacon Hill

Taylor,

and Willard H.

Press,

This volume

.

on

i lical

Taylor.

y

W. P.

Kansas

City,

timely

one.

Purkiser,
Missouri

.

theology

is

a

Testament section is divided into such matters

The Old

creation and the
covenant, devotion and duty, and a
ro hetic vision. The New
Testament section deals with God, man, Christ, salvation, the
Christian life, The Society of the Saved, and the future. There is a
su ect inde including He rew and Greek terms, an inde of

authors,

a

Scri ture inde ,

The authors

are

and

a

well-known in

i liogra hy

of

evangelical circles,

the Church of the Nazarene. Dr. Purkiser

Holiness, while the two

as

was

ages.
all mem ers of

the editor of Herald of

een for years on the faculty of
Taylors
Theological Seminary.
This volume is a ma or achievement. The authors make it clear
that this is not systematic theology, hence it is not in com etition
with H. Orton Wiley s three-volume work on systematic theology . It
is i lical theology in the sense that its ma or concern is to e ound
Bi le doctrines, rather than to react against current issues in
theological circles. The authors su scri e to the Wesleyan Arminian
inter retation of Scri tures with a s ecial focus on Christian
erfection. Indeed, the reader is given an e cellent insight into the
i lical treatment of entire sanctification and the infilUng of the
S irit.
The authors indicate an ade uate awareness of contem
have

the Nazarene

orary

i lical studies, and the more influential writers on the
searching for a theme which unites the Scri tures, after

su ect.
considering
In

others

suggestions,

such

as

the

kingdom,

or

the

covenant, or Salvation History, this trio finds the unifying element
of the Scri ture sim ly the theme of salvation. It is hard to find fault
with this theme as fulfilling the central thrust of the Scri tures,

es ecially

as seen

and redeemed

in the climactic statment of Revelation

man

living together

God

in atonement.

Some readers may wonder to what e tent this is

a

i lical theology

The As ury Seminarian
in distinction from

systematization

i

of

systematic theology. Is it not rather a
lical doctrines For e am le, they do not deal
a

with doctrines of the Pentateuch

as

such,

nor

the doctrines of the

ooks, or the doctrines of the historical ooks, or the
ro hetical ooks, or the a ocaly ses. In the New Testament they do
etween the doctrines of the Syno tic
not attem t to distinguish

wisdom

Gos els, the Gos el of John and the E istles of Paul. While the
em hasis on the unity of the Scri tures is to e welcomed, the
uestion may e asked as to whether these authors too easily assume
that each Bi le writer writes from the same ers ective and that one
e used to inter ret another.
can easily
In general, however, the ers ective of these writers is remarka ly
well alanced. For e am le in the Old Testament they recognize that
the ro hets who em hasize God s love are those who also stress the
divine wrath. The authors also recognize that hoHness must e seen
against the ackground of sin, and vice versa. In the discussion of
Old Testament theology, the doctrine of the hoHness of God is
resented very effectively and soundly.
Slightly

more

than three-fourths of the volume is concerned with

em hasis centers u on
A strong case is made for entire
second work of divine grace as distinct from

the doctrines of the New Testament. Here the

salvation

through Christ.

sanctification

as

a

i lical
an im ortant truth often overlooked in
regeneration.
At
times
The
here
is
and
thorough
udicious.
theology.
resentation
This is

the

case seems to

e over-stated when the te t is utilized without

e am le, the seventh cha ter
struggles of the Christian seeking cleansing
from all sin. Paul would ro a ly say that his main concern in this
cha ter was to show the difference etween the God-fearing erson
under law cha ter seven as distinct from one in Christ cha ter
eight . Even under the old covenant the He rew eliever could
delight in the law of God in his inner heart, as many of the Psalms
e ress, and still long for the com lete freedom to follow the law
com letely. Wesley elieved that cha ter seven of Romans descri ed
the man outside of Christ. Its language is a
lica le, of course, to
those who are groaning for full redem tion. Although the editors
disclaim reoccu ation with contem orary theological issues, they
constantly indicate an awareness of many contem orary issues and
argument is often designed to challenge them. In the treatment of the
a tism of the Holy S irit they are at ains to effectively articulate
ade uate

concern

of Romans is

for the conte t. For

seen as

the

Wesleyan osition, ut their case may have een stronger if they
come to gri s with some of the more recent effective treatments
of those holding o osing views, such as the view that the
a tism
of the Holy S irit alw ays indicates initiation.
In the difficult su ect of eschatology effective integration of the
varying data on this su ect is resented. The authors resent a
moderate osition, udicious in their use of materials and willing to
leave some
uestions unanswered. The authors descri e the
difference in the
re-millennial, a-millennial and ost-millennial
the difficulties in acce ting any one view to the
out
and
views,
oint
e clusion of the others they leave the uestion unresolved.
The entire volume is characterized
y mature and udicious
scholarshi . The ringing together of this mass of materials is in itself
a herculean task. In the udgment of this reviewer they have
succeeded in their ur ose, and evangelical scholarshi will stand in

the

had

de t to them for years to

come.
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Professor of Bi lical Literature
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